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not a revival; then something %cry much like it is
happening in gener61 education in the _1980s. Visiting colleges
and universities Kress the country one learns that the subject is
a major topic of discussion in formal conferences and committee
meetings, in seminars, and over luncheon in faculty clubs. The
-reViVal has missionaries among men and women who teach in
nearly- all_ Of the academic disciplines. And it has aroused the
interest Of adMinisi-rators; faculty members, and students alike.
Evidence of this reviVal Was presented earlier this year in an

essay entitled A &est fOr COMI71011_ LearninK In that_ essay,
_

Arthur Levine, Sehicir Fellow of our Foundation; and I defined
general education as "the learning that should be common to all
people." Summarized in -chapters one and seven of this volume;
the essay reviews the current status of general education, which

we consider to be in shambles; surveys the history of recent
general education revivals; provides a rationale for general
education ; _employs that rationale to evaluate current practices ;
and offers proposals- km' future action.
Our _essay on common learning provided_ the theme for a
national _Colloquium on COMMOn Learning held at the Univer-

sity of iChicago in April; 1981, with the sponsorship of The
Carnegie FoithdatiOn of Teaching and the Charles A. Dana
Foundation. AbOtit 200 participants, including college and uni-

versity presidents, academic cleans faculty members, and
students heard distinguished speakers address the general_ edu-

cation theme from different disciplinary perspectives. Those
ddieSses have been adapted as chapters in Common Learning.

The Colloquium on Common Learning was in many ways
a "town meeting" of educators. Participants not only listened to
cr

asking questions,
reporting general education proposals on their own campuses,
providing practical suggestions. Regrettably, there is no way to

the featured speakers, they responded

capture, in this book, the interest and enthusiasm of the
participants. WGBH Education Foundation in Boston recorded
the event, however, and edited the proceedings for presentation
as a brief program on videocassettes that are available from our
Foundation.
Neither the original essay A Qiwst for Coinnwn Learning,
the videocassettes; nor this book provide ultimate answ e. to
questions about what a general education program ought to be.
Those answers will be different tor every school or college. We
do hope however, that these efforts will raise the level of the
general educat;on debate, and focus attention less on the politics
of general education and more on its substance.
On behalf of The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, I want to thank those_ who contributed so
significantly to the Foundation's general education program: In
particular, I am most grateful to the contributors to this volume.
As participants in our colloquium and authors of the chapters on
the following pages, these distinguished scholars have set a high
standard for discourse on common learning. We also appreciate
the generosity of The Charles A. Dana Foundation, which made
the colloquium possible, and extend special thanks to President
Hannah H. Gray, and her staff at the University of Chicago, for
the graCious hospitality extended to all of those who participated
in it.
ERNEST L. BOYER

President
The Carnegie Foundadon for the
Advancemei it of Teaching
July, 1981
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CHAPTER ONE

ny serious study of general education must
ultimately if not initjally, confront a very basic question: What
education should be common to all people? Arthurtevine and I
came to that conclusion very early in our own study of general
education. After looking at hundreds of catalogs and visiting
dozens of colleges and universities, we concluded that general
education on most campuses is in disarray On many campuses,
in fact, it has become the spare room of academic life, and, like
all spare roomsi it is chronically in a state ranging from casual
neglect toiserious disrepair. in the absence of dearcut goals, a

hodge-podge of uses and misuses has been spawned, and a
plethora of incoherent programs Iv:, emerged. At too many
campuses, we found evidence that very few faculty members
held any convictions about what all students need to know
On a more hopeful note; however; we saw that something
else is in the wind: There is a growing_ swell of concern for
general education all across the country Most of the institutions
we visited are revising their curricula in one way or another, and
the current flurry of activity appears to be nothing less than a
natiOnal revival.
ill,' (.211c:4 tor C minor: Learnms

L5ince the turn of the century, we have had two
other times when enthusiasm for reform swept across our
nation's campuses.
The first such revival occurred at about the time of World
War 1. In 1914, President Alexander Meiklejohn of Amherst
College_introdUCed a SUrvey course entitled "Social and Eco=

nomic Institutions:" Five years later, Columbia University
launched a similar course called "Contemporary Civilization"

which was required for all freshineri. Dartmouth and Reed
followed suit with survey courses of their own. But, the most
hotly debated experiment of this period was "The College" at
the Unn,ersity of Chicago. It Was a radical approach embodying,
among other things, great books, comprehensive examinations,

and a four-year, fully required course of study. The prestige of
the university, and the charisma of Robert Hutchins caught the
nation's fancy.
This general education revival was very much a reflection
of the times: TeddY RooSevelt's "Square Deal" and Woodrow
Wilson's "New FreedOrii" Crusade had ended. The so-called
Progressive Era
with its, Concern for municipal reform,
corporate regulation, and welfare legiSlatiOh
faded.
As the social historian Frederick LeWis Allen put it, the
nation in the 1920s Wa-s "-spiritually tired":
VVearied by the excitements of the war and the nervous tension of the
big Red Scare (1919-20) Mmericannhoped for aMet and healing. There
might be no such Word _in the dictionary as normalcy, but normalcy
was what they wanted.1

In the midst of this drift tOWard Personal and national isolation,

general education was reVived: kir Some, a core of common
learning provided a weapari against the misplaced vocational
emphasis of the 1920s. Others believed that Colleges and univer4

Cm
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sities had ,,:one too far in catering to individual interests. But,
above all, for older Americans still rooted in the pre-War
certitudes, general education would combat the cynicism and
disillusionment of the younger generation: It would revive; as
well; the sense of national unity that had so suddenly and so
myste:iously faded with the signing of the Armistice.
Interestiru;ly, while this general education revival was
sparked_by events beyond the campus; its decline was hastened
by another noncampus crisis, the Great Depression. Students,
like all other Americans, wanted jobs, and decreasing college

andance rates halted the revival.
The second general education rnovemein of this century
came on the heels of World War II. Franklin D. Roosevelt's
"New Deal" was overshadowed by world holocaust, and once
again, Americans turned inward:
Joseph C. Goulden; in The Best Years_; his popularized
account of the years following World War II, said the United
States:
...went into a holding period intellectually; morally; politically.. The
result was a generation content to put its trust in government and in
authority, to avoid deviant political ideas; to enjoy material comfort

without undue worry about the invisible; intrinsic costs. America
misplaced, somewher Lind somehow, the driviug moral force it carried
out of the world war . There were times; during the 1950s; when the
entire nation seemed to be saying; "Leave me alone."2

During this quiescent period, the nation's preoccupation was
more personal and less social. Altruism declined. Charitable
contributions fell off, yet expenditures on personal items, such
as jewelry and clothing, increased. After the shortages of the
depression and the fatigue of the war, a "catch up" mentality
spread across the land.
Th
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But on_ the nation's campuses, a more reflective, more
sober attitude was stirring: World War II had been a profound
intellectual and spiritual shock to many academics. Germany
that great center of scholarsh_ip; had spawned monstrousiinhuinanity, and BirchefiWald and AuschWiti Seerned td Mock deCadeS Of lofty rhetoric about education's enribbling and CiVililing
power.

It was against this somber background that American
education began to ponder, once again, the place of general
edwation in academic life. In 1942, Denison University offered

a core course entitled "Problems of Peace and Post-War
Reconstruction." Later; Wesleyan University; in Connecticut,
introduced a freshman general education seminar. But it was the
1945_ Harvard report on General Education in a Free Socit 1, the
"Redbii6k;"3 that was the_ nation's symbbl of renewal: It became

the Bible on campuses from _coast to coast; _even though in
Cambridge itself the Harvard faculty rejected its proposals.
As in the 1930s, it was another dramatic national crisis this
time Sputnik, that dampened tilt revival. The Soviet satellite
1-1-oeked the nation, and a wave of specialization with emphasis
on science, foreign languages, and programs for the gifted swept
the campuses.

General education was further battered by the, turbulence
of _the 1960s; when it was attacked by Jadicals and reformers
alike for itsirigidity, its narrowness; and its failure to meet the
need of traditionally bypassed students:
"Relevance" and "diverSity" becarhe the riew Shibboleths to
be worshipjied.

lommou Lc a r rim s
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o_ a remarkable degree, the earlier general education revivals of this century were products of times when war

destroyed community, when political participation declined,

when government efforts to set a common social agenda
weakened, when international isolationism was on the rise, and
when individual altruism decreased.
From 1914 to the present, general education spokesmen

worried about a society that appeared to be losing cohesion;
splintering into countless individual atoms, each flying off in its
own direction; each pursuing its own selfish ends Each genc,ral
education revival, therefore, _moved in the direction of cemmu-

nity and away from social fragmentation: The focus; consistently, was on shlred values; shared responsibilities, shared
governance, a shared heritage, and a shared world vision. Thi5 is
an important point, because it suggests that the ebb and flow of

gmeral education is, in fact, a mirror of broader shifts in the
nation's mood.
General education advocates have also been convinced that

our common life must be reaffirmed, our common goals redefined, our common problems confronted: The specific lgenda

varied, but the underlying concern has remained remarkably
constant It rdlects the never-ending tension between the
individual :ind the group, between freedom and control, between independence and interdependence.
All societies, John Locke argued; are bound together by a
social contract; a compact among individuals who cede a portion

of their autonomy for the greater good. In most societies, the
terms of the contract seem to move first in one direction, then

another. When too great an emphasis is placed on group
relationship, individuals f;e1 herded, smothered, and restrained. In contrast, when the pendulum swings strongly
1 Ile
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toward independence; people are apt to feel alone; isolated in an
apathetic and uncaring world:

This perennial tension between our aloneness and our
oneness is mirrored, we believe, in the college curriculum. The
elective portion of the curricu'um acknowledges the right Of
each person to act independently and make personal choices. So
does an academic major. General education is a different matter.

This portion of the curriculum is rooted in the belief that
individualism, while essential, is not sufficient. It says that
individuals also share significant relationships with a larger
community
Through general educatior on the one hand; and majors
and electives on the other, the college curriculumi recognizes
both our independence and our interdependence. It acknowh
edges the necessary balance between individual preferences and
community needs. Just as we search politically and socially tb
maintain the necessary balance between the two, so, in education, we seek the same end.

This iS not to say that general education should promote
intellectual conformity. We are not talking about a spurious
"togetherness" or an artificial consensus wi'ere none, in fact,
exists. Quite the opposite. The kind of general education w%!
envisage will focus or. issues about which people feel most
deeply, on points where conflict and controversy are most likely
to occur. What will be shared is noc a common set of conclusions, but a common agenda.
What then, do we see as the agenda for general education?
Simply stated it is those experiences, relationships, and ethical
concerns that are common to all of us simply by virtue of our
membership in the human family at a particular moment in
history. General education is an institutional affirmatiun of
society's c!aim on its members.
Commo ,7 Lea rnsris
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Thi5 description of general education is not particularly
novel. Woodrow Wilson, when he was presidrmt of Princeton,
called for a general education that would focus on the ccirninon
experiences; the common thoughts _and struggles, the old
triumphs and defeats. And Mark Van Doren of_ Colunibia
University once spoke of "the connectedness of things"4 as a
major concern of educators.
This emphasis on our "connectedness" should, however, be
reaffirmed, not as a nostalgic return to a neglected tradition, but

because it is urgently required. Today's students are the productg of a 50-ciety in which the call for individual gratification
booms forth on every side while the social claim is weak and
enfeebled. Today's freshmen were one year Old when John
Kennedy was killed. They were six when Johnson'S Great
Society ended, when Robert Kennedy and Martin Luther King
were asSaSSinated, and when our cities were burned in riots.
They Were eleven When the United States disengaged fhai
Vietnam. And they were twelve when the PreSident of the
United States resigned from office in disgrace while Other high
administration officials _were in.prisoned as criminals. When
undergraduates were asked which events most influenced their

thinking, they answered most frequently "Watergate" and
"ViethAm."
Today's young people are understandably more cynical and

less optimistic than their recent predecessors; They are educationally more comPetitive, more geared toward training for
OK and More Conunitted to getting higher grades. AlthOUgh
Students ai-e Optiniistic about their own futures, believing they

will get gethd jcibs, good money, and good things, they are
Pessiinistic about the futtire of the nation and .Lhe world. They
are more committed to their personal futureS than to the future
we face toget:
The Quest for Common
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Sadly, most colleges1 exacerbate this tendency toward self-

preoccupation and social isolation. The academic major and
electives, with their emphasis on individual interests; are made
the centerpiece of collegiate study, while general education is in

shambles. On campus after campus, there is no agreement
about the meaning of a college education. We are more confident about the length of the baccalaureate degree program than
we are about its substance.
Simply stated; the mission of general education is to help
students understand that they are not only autonomous indi-

viduak, but also members of a human community to which
they are accountable; In education, as in life itself, one aspect of
our being must not eclipse the other. In calling for a reaffirmation of general educatiom our aim is to help restore the balance.

Rather than continuing to be the spare room in the house Of
intellect, general education must have a central purpose of its
own.

At a recent meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science, Dr. Lewis Thomas, acknowledging
that_these are not the best of times for the human mind, went on
to observe:
I cannot begin to guess at all the causes of our cultural sadness, not even
the most important Ones, but I can think of one thing that is wrong with
us and cats away at us: we do not know enough about how we work,
about Where we fit in; and most of all about the enornious; imponderable system of life m which we are embedded as wotking parts.5

Dr. Thomas concluded by saying "if this century does not
slip forever through our fingers, it will be because learning will
have directed us away from our splintered dumbness and will
have helped us focus on our common goals."
0 HI M n Learnins
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This sums up both purpOse and the urgency of general
education.

ut_what are those areas of interdependence that
should be studied by all students? Obviously, many different
lists could be drawn up:
For purposes of discussiom we have idenaied six connectionsi six broad themes, that we believe to be the proper concern

of general education. An exploration of these connections is
indispensable if students are adequately to understand themselves, their society, and the world in which they live.
First, all students should come to understand the shared use
of symbols.

The sending and receiving of messages separates human
beings from all other forms of life: Language is the connecting

tissue that binds society together; and we propose that all
students; from the very first years of formal schooling, learn
not only to "read and write" but also to read with understanding, write with clarity, and listen and speak effectively.
In addition, all students should become proficier.t in the use

of numbers, which constitute an essential and universally
accepted symbol system, too. The master of these skills is the
foundation of common learning. Without them, the goals of
general education will be fatally undermined.
But developing language skills, as important as this may
be, is not enough. Students should also come to understand why
and how language has evolved; how messages reveal the values
of a culture, how words and thoughts interact; and how feelings
and ideas are conveyed through literature:
Ihe(juet for C
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The study of a second language is particularly important,
not just because of its direc-t utility but also because such a study
}kips students view language freshly and see how language
reflects cultural values and traditions.
Students should explore, as well, how we communicate
nonverbally, through MuSic, dance, and the Visual arts. They
should understand how these forms of expression convey subtle
meanings, express intenSe emotions, and how, uniquely, the
arts can stir a deep response in others.
The impact of mass communication should also be examined. In the United States, children watch television 6,000 hours
before they spend a single hour in the classroom. Stud_ents
urgently need what might be called "tube literacy" to help thern
see how visual and auditOry signals reinforce each other, how
ideas can be distorted, and h'Av thoughts and feelings can be
subliminally conveyed.
We are convinced that in the days ahead, the language of
computers merits study, too. Every generally educated student
should learn about this pervasive signal system that increaS:
ingly controls our day-to-day transactions.
The gOals we have just proposed are ambitious. But, they
are essential if students are to survive in a world where symbols
give individuals their identities, where message-sending makes
transactions possible, and where language provides the foundation for all further learning.
Second, all students should zmderstand tlwir shared membership in groups and institutions
We are born into institutions, we pass much of our lives ih
institutions, and institutions are involved when we die. The
general education curriculum we have in mind would look at the
origin of i; istitutions ; how they evolve, grow strong, become
oppressive or weak, and sometimes disappear.
=
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In addition to this broad-gauge approach, we suggest a
more inductive study, one that looks more penetratingly at a
sins/c institution the Peat? Corps; the Teamsters Union; the
city council; or one_related, perhaps, to a student's special field
of interest. How did the institution begin? What were its initial
purposes_?_Wfrat new missions has, it assumed? To w_hom is_:t

accountable? Is the institution still vital, or is it being Maintained Only because of ceremony and tradition?
The goal shbuld be to help students see that everyone
shares membership ih the "Common institutions" of our cultui- those social structures that shape our lives, impose obliga:

dons, restrict choices, and provide services that we could not
obtain in isolation.
Third, students should understand that everyone produces
n d cons- zones- and tha

ihrOugh this process, we are depeatit;at

each Other
SPecifically We propose_that students_ explore the significance of W6i-k in the lives df individuals and examine [IOW weirk

patterns reflect the values and shape thc social cliMate bf 6
culture. StiCh a dirriculum would ask: What have been the
historical, philosophiCal,_ religious, and social attitudes toward
work around the world? How are_notions about work related to
social stad5 and human dignity? What determines the different
status and rewards we grant to different forms of work? Why is
some work I.ighly rewarded_ and other work _r_eFatively unre-

warded? In addition, general education . should help students
diSeOVer that work; at its very bes; can be life-ftilfillihg:
We do not suggest that the nation's colleges _and iiniversitieS become vocatidnal ifiStitutions. But producing and ConsUMing are central to our common experience, They are the
Ways w6 define Ourselves. Their study_ We believe, cim be a
kgitimate, demanding part of general education.
Thc Quest for Common Lcarnins
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Fourth, all life ft)rms on flu' planet earth are inextricalthi
interlocked, and no education is Complete without an understwldiny,, of the ordered, interdependent nature of the 11/1iVerse.

General education means learning about the elegant, underlying patterns of the natural world and discovering that all
elements of nature-are, in some manner; related to each other.
Danner Clouser; "Philosopher-_in-Residence" at Pennsylvania State University College of _Medicine; says that most

students, even after an introductory course in biology or
chemistry "have little grasp of how it (science) works, Of what
its genius consists, what its theories are, how theyare tested and
what defeats them
Science is, for them, a catalog of faCtS
complete and beyond question."6
We believe students should be introduced not just to the
"facts" of science; but also to its processes. They should understand how science is a process of trial and_error; now, through
observation and testing, theories are found; refined; sometimes
discarded, and often give rise to other theories: Students should
learn about the applications of science and see how scientific
.

.

.

discoveries have led to a flood of inventions and new
technologies that have brought with them both benefits and
ri5k5.

Finally, there is the matter of science and citizenship. The

British novelist and scientist C. P Snow said that between
science and society there lies "a gulf of mutual incomprehension:" Unfortunately, this gulf is widening at the very time
policy issues of great significance must be urgently examined. If

students are intelligently to evaluate the pros and cons of
nuclear power; space exploration, food additives, and pollution
standards they must become more knowledgeable about underlying factS and principles behind the headlines.
Becoming a responsible human being in the last quarter of
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the twentieth century means learning about the great power of
science, its pervasiv influence in all aspects of our life, and our
own shared relationship with nature.
This is an essential part of common ;earning.
Fifth, all students should understand oiir shared sense of
time.

Our common heritage is a bridge that holds tis all together
in ways we hardly understand: It is more than this. It is what
Edmund Burke termed "a pact betWeen the dead, the living, and
the yet unborn." It is essential that the human race remember
where it has been and how for better or worse, it got where it is.
An understanding of our shared heritage should be expected of
all students.
We propose a study that focuses on the seminal ideaS and
events that have decisively shaped the course Of hiStOry 1\40I'e
than a collection of facts, this approach woUld eMphasiie the
convergence of social, religious, political, eConomic, and intel-

lectual forces. In such a study no attempt should be made to
worship coverage. Choices rnust be made. To select:a few themes
carefully and explore them intensively across disciplinary lines

is entirely appropriate, we believe, to the goals of common
learning:

One further point. All human beings look in two directions. We recall the past and anticipate the future. Both
perspectives determine, at leaq in part, how we behaVe tOdaY
"What do we predict for the 1980s?" or "What will life be like in
the year 2000?" could only be asked by those With a Sense Of a
shared tomorrow. Indeed the labels "past" and "hitt:ire" ai-e, in a

fundamental sense, distinctions without Meaning. T. S. Eliot
wrote: "Time present and time past are both present in time
future, and time future contained in tirne past.. . ."8
Most scholars are understandably reluctant to speculate
lie C2u est Jor ,..0m111011 Learn, ns
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about a world that is yet to be. They are unwilling to be
identified; even obliquely; with professional "futurologists"
,.+Iho predict progress or disaster with equal certainty Despite
this reluctance, general education should; we believe; help ail
students understand how past visions of the future have shaped
the cout5e of history Exploring our shared sense of time is, we
believe, a central part of common learning.

Finally; all students should explore our shored values and
be/it'

in our relationships with others are :patterns of
agreed-upon behaviors
laws; customs; and_ traditions that
reflect widely shared beliefs. In traveling around the world; one
iS struck more by the similarities than by the differences Of
people, more by the predictability than by the unpredictability
of human behavior.
All individuals and societies are continuously making
choices; revising their standards of conduct, debating "right"
and "wrong;" deciding what currently is good and what is best.
A study of the personal and social significance of shared
values should be the capstone to common learning. Each student
shOuld identify the premises inherent in his or her own beliefs,
learn how to make responsible decisions; and discuss the ethical
and moral choices that confront us all:

Such a study relates directly to the ,,,eneral education
themes we have just discussed. In every one of these shared
experiences, moral and ethical choices must be made. How; for
example, can messages be honestly and effectively conveyed?
How can institutions serve the needs of both the individual and
the group? On what basis is a vocation selected or rejected?
Where can the line be drawn between conservation and exploitation of natural resources? These are only a few of the conseJo

rri 0 r Lea rnI r:
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curriculum muSt confront.
In the la5t analysis, we are pers-Uaded bV Bertrand Ritssell

who 5aid that 'Without civic morality communifieS periSh;
without personal morality their siii-ViVal has no value." We do
not suggest, of course; that colleges atid universities should seek
to impose a single set of values. Rather, the aim of g,tii2r-r,l

education should be to help students think det.ly about how
valties are shaped; and how each One of 115 rraii:It build, and
periodically review; an authentic, satisfying value structure of
our own.

n the end, each college and university faculty must
shape a general education program to reflect its own unique
values and traditions. The six general education themes we have
described should be viewed as illustrations rather than a blue-

print. Our purpose has been to initiate general education
planning, not complete it.
The general education goals we have disCusSed Cannot be
achieved fully in any two-year sequence, Or. eVen a lifetiMe. At
the same time, we believe that with careful planning, a good
beginning can be made. For one thing, the first-year college
student has already completed twelve years Of formal education
and the nation's colleges and uniVersities should build on this
foundatiom The time has come for school and college leaders to
work togcther to clarify the goals of common learning, and, as
this partnership is forged, we are confident that the goals we
have diScussed can be more effectively achieved.
We wish to underscore another point. General educatiOn

does not necessarily require the designing of new courses.
17
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EXISting departmental courses in English, history, sociology, or
science MaY effeefiVely fill the bill. But here we add a word of
caution: If WOUld be a great mistake to slip existing courses
unexaniined intO a gefief-1 education curriculum., The title of a

course may soUnd appropriate to general education, and the
catalogue deSeription may be appeeling: But the way the course
is actually taught may; in fact, promote specialiied, not general
education.
When we force general edilcatibh into discrete deparifnental containers, its purpiiSeS ait frequent') ibverted: The fOCUS
iS 66 narrow. Connections are tipt made.
When Stindents are required to take a language course; a
sciene COUrSe; and a history course, frequently they are simply

introdueed tO theSe Specialties from the point of view of a
linguist,_ a Scieritist,; and an historian, Each course has distinct

boundaries; each inquiry is isolated from the other. Little
thought is given tO hi:4 the separate disciplines_ might actually
contribute to a truly geheral education: If anything, the question is often posed the other Way: how can general eduCation
contribute to the disciplines?
We are pot suggestiiig that existing academic striiettireS be
abandoned. They are esgeritial if scholarship is to_ be pursued:
Bin we must also- remember that the utiit of scholariv activity
we Call the diSeiplires have been organized for the purposes of
specialiiatiOn, nöt general education. They can be valuable allies
of comirion leariung, but they should not be viewed as its end.

One final note: We know that the barriers to general

education are formidable. Departmental turf is jealously pro.:
tected. Facuhy members who devote themselves to general
18
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education run the risk of losing touch with their disciplines, and
frequently they are not rewarded for their effort at tenure and
promotion tirne.
Yet, without being unduly optimistic, we believe significant changes are in the wind. The contours ot the disciplines are
changing: New academic alliances are being formed: Interconnections between historically separate fields of study are emerg-

ingi_as inquiry on_ the frontiers of knowledge blend what
traditionally have been isolated fields of study. Sociologists,
psychologists, biologists and chemists find themselves seeking
answers to the same, or closely related questions. Humanists

adopt some of the methods of the scientists while natural
scientists ponder issues humanists have reflected upon for
centuries,

Anthropologist Clifford Geertz ot the Institute for Advanced Study at Princetoi has gone so far as to describe these
shifts in the world of scholarship as "an important change in the
way we think about the way we think" [Emphasis ours]. This is
reflected, Geertz says ". . . in 1)hilosophical inquiries that look

like literary criticism (think of Stanley Cavell on Beckett or
Thoreau Sartre on Flaubert), scientific discussions that look like
belles lettres morceaux (Lewis Thomas, Loren Eisley), baroque
fantasies presented as straight forward empirical observations
(Borges' Bai thelme), or histories that consist of equations and

tables or law court testimony (Fogel and Engerman, Le Roi
Ladurie), documentaries that read like true confessions (Mailler); parables posing as ethnographies (Castenda), theoretical
treatises set out as travelogues (Levi-Strauss), ideological arguments cast as historiographical inquiries (Edward Said), epis

temological studies constructed like political tracts (Padi
Feyerabend), methodological polemics got up as personal
memoirs (James Watson).""'
1 he Qucst tor
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Here is the point. The wall dividing the two cultures
scientific and humaneis still standing, but it is being continue uslv breached ; the pttern of intellectual investigation is being
rearranged. More than at any time in our memory, researchers
feel the neea to communicate with colleagues in other fields.
And this epistemological change may have profound impact on
the future of general education: As new investigative links are

drawn, scholars at all levels will, of necessity, make new
connections between their own disciplines and the disciplines of
others. This more integrated view of knowledge and a focus on
the larger questions in our teaching and research, will create; we
believe, a climate favorable to general ed-ication in the nation's
colleges and schools.

Nearly 40 years ago in Liberal Education, Mark Van Doren
wrote:
The connectedness of things is what the educator contemplates to the
limit of his capacity. No human capacity is great enough to permit a
vision of the world as simple; but if the educator does not aim at_the
vision no one cice will, and the consequences are dire when no one does.

... The student who can begin early in life to think of things as
connected, even if he revises his view with every succPeding year, has
begun the life of learning."

Seeing "the connectedness of things," is, we conclude, the goM
of common learning.
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CHAPTER TWO

ne of my earliest experiences with curricular
reform took place at _Haverford College in the early fifties.
After some months of careful thought about what was wrong
with an absurd accretion of requirements that had never been
thought through by anyone before, we on the Curriculum
Committee had the instructive experience of seeing the faculty spend all of ten minutes on our report: The first blow was
somestruck by someone's misquoting Samuel Johnson
thing like: "Sir; debating a curriculum report is like debating
about which leg of a boy's breeches should be put on first. YOU
stand debatin& first this leg and then that leg, and meanwhile

the boy remains unbreeched." The coup de grace only a
pretentious cliche can do justice to itthe coup de grace was
administered by kindly old Ned Snyder: "Gentlemen"and
we were all gentlemen in those days "gentlemen, we are
already the best men's college in the country. Why on ear th
we should change is more than I can see!"
The Haverford faculty, in its wisdom, assumed that it
had debated the subject adequately, and dropped the report
without a vote. The document disappeared without a trace.
Mere Rhetoric, Rhetoric & the Search for Corn oon Lcornin;
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I do not know that it was a good report; I never had a
chance to find out by testing it in serious discussionthat is;
in serious symbolic exchange in the search of shared convictions about education. What I know for sure is that our failure

to debate its merits exhibited our bad rhetorical education,
"highly educated" and well intentioned though we were.
Skilled specialists, most of us; in the arts of reasoning in our
specialties, we were totally unskilled
as many_ another
faculty meeting at the time further revealed in the art of
reasoning together about shared concerns.
I must confess that having met our clones in many a
meeting through almost thirty-five years of curricular discussion, I find our failure haunting us here as we renew
deliberation about general education.
I may as well also confess that whenever I see a list of the

essential ingredients of general education, I invariably feel
that my own subjects have been radically underplayed. How
could the Carnegie essayists be so blind as to list "The Shared
Language and Symbols that Connect Us" as only one of six
co-equal subjects, on a par with those other interesting but far
less important subjects, history and natural science and ethics
and political science? Have they not realized that the study of
all the rest depends on the quality of the shared languages we
use in that study? Have they not recognized that the study of
how to improve our capacity to share symbols what many
of us call rhetoric is thus the queen of the sciences?
know very well that to succumb like that to the temptations of disciplinary imperialism is to destroy from the begin-

ning any chance of our building a general education curriculum. So I feel guilty about such thoughts. But I would feel
guiltier if I did not suspect that others secretly respond in the
same way. The historians will wonder why history, Which is
24
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obviously the most important and most neglected of studies,

should be degraded w one-half of one slot out of six, and
labelled only as a "concern with a common heritage ." "as if
we did not live and bave our being in that heritage!" The
natural- scientists, the social scientists, and the philosophers
similarly must each squirm a bit to see that what is for them
central has been pinned wriggling to the wall-chart and
what is more, labelled with an alien name. And this is to say
nothing about those other scholars and teachers who cannot
find themselves on the chart at all. (You may have noticed

how much we resemble, in our jockeyings for position in
curricular debates, the various special interests in their responses to budget cutting proposals: insofar as we really care
for our own territory, we almost inevitably place it ahead of
all others.)
Such imperialisms aside, at least for the moment, I assume
that we could all agree on something like the six-fold list in the

Carnegie essay We know that when our colleges graduate
students who are radically ignorant and unskilled in these
shared connections, the result is shocking. It is a scandal that so
few of our graduates are even minimally proficient in more than
one of the six fields. It is a scandal that even students who major
in any one of the conventional fields that profess to deal with
"connections" I mention only English _and philosophy are

often blind to the issues raised by words such as shared and
connections: They have been systematically incapacitated for
sharing anything except expertise with other experts in some
subdivision of current inquiry If you think I exaggerate, ask the
next economics BA you meet what her study has taught her that
would be useful in dealing with our rising mass illiteracy Or try
to have a good conversation about politics or literature with
your university's MBM or "behavioral psych" majors.
Mere Rhi toric, RhetorIc
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Sb far we might all agree, that sharing the six sharings will
minimally mark a person as "generally educated," as someone
we are not ashamed of. Presumably our next move is to discuss

what particular consequences for educational planning might
follow from such agreement. But experience teaches that trouble begins whenever we move from general goals to particular
means.

Just think of the jealous responses we are likely to meet,
within any one of the six general subjects
the sociologists;
anthropologists; economists; legal theorists, and political scientists who will quarrel, for example; about which of them deals
best with our_"shared institutions" or "shared activities"; the
various schools of philosophy, anthropology, psychology, and
literary theory who will quarrel about which deals best with our
"shared values"; and so on.
Or think of the academic rivals who might claim that they
should provide the substance studied under the first category,
"competence in symbol-sharing."_Agreeing that students must
become competent in "the shared language and symbols that
connect us" that they must learn to read, write, speak; and
listen effectively
many different experts can make quite
plausible cases for the centrality of what they do: Most obviously, teachers of composition and of elementary foreign_ languages will make their case for a basic literacy But a basic
literacy taught according to what paradigms? Offhand one can
think of at least a dozen disciplines claiming to provide the
central theory both for elementary instruction in how to read,

think, speak, and write arid for advanced training toward
degrees linguistics, semiotics, logic, analytical philosophy,

hermeneutics; communications theory, various kinds of structuralism and deconstructionism
not to mention (as we say

when mentioning) the many versions of my own pet field,
?.5
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rhetoric And what about the fields that the report does mention
but does not include explicitly in the summarizing chart the

languages of mathematics; of music; and of the visual arts?
Where are the symbolic sharings through the languages of film,
of photography, and of TV?
vvk all know that the same kinds of rivalry can be found

under each of the other five categories, even in the natural
sciences. What, then are we to do, when we turn from our
general lists and try to design a general curriculum?
That question leads_ me nicely back to my own empire,
rhetoric; just as it has led the Carnegie foundation to place its
money on the rhetoric of conferences and collections of essays in

the hope of making changes in the world, Whenever we are
faced with a multiplicity of seemingly conflicting spoken or
written claims what we all try to do is precisely what Dr. Boyer
and Dr. Levine have done. Unless we are absolute monarchs or
natural killers, we turn to the art of rhetoric, the art of pursuing
the understandings that lurk behind our surface symbolic disagreements. We think about how our discourse in these areas

works and about how it might be improved. We analyze our
terms and look beneath our verbal surfaces, searching for
common grounds from which we can then begin discoursing at a
new and improved ievel.

In the ancient terminology of rhetoricians; we seek to
discover the topics; the topoi; the places or locations on which;
or :n which, a shared inquiry can take place. Whatever conclusions we come to ,s we confer; we shall be practicing, well or
badly, the arts of rhetoric. Whether we practice them well will
depend only in part on the quality of the formal education we

received in them, because our educationor miseducationin
rhetoric continues willy nilly after formal schooling.

In using the much abused term rhetoric to cover everyMr-e Rhetoric Rhetoric

a-
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dung any oc us say in this book; I know I take somo risks.
Rhetoric has always had a mixed press. When the International
Society for the Histoiy of Rhetoric met in Madison, Wisconsin,
in April 1981, one entire afternoon was scheduled for papers on
the long history of attacks on rhetoric. But we do not have to g?
to history to dicover that the term is suspect. At least nine out

of ten references to it it: the press today are unfavorable: In
popular u3i--.ge it generall!i refers to the sleazier branches of the
arts Of persuasion, often s;.:'onymous with bon Wast or verbal

trickery or deliberate obfuscation. It is what we substitute for
substantive action 9r genuine thought; whet we fall back on
when serious arguments are lacking. "Although the President's
deeper purpose was concealed in the rhetoric; [he] sent a red hot
message . in his speech last Wednesday." "But Miss Caruso
dismissed Healev's statement as 'rhetoric' and vowed to bring in
the second round of her proposed cuts." This iS Surely the
standard usage,
You might then well say _"If rhetoric is such a bad word;
Why not just get rid at' it and use the ,vords stressed in the
Carilegieiessay symbol sharing?" Bin it is not lust the word that
is debunked; it 15 what _it standS :for. "Reaction [to Mayor
Byrne's announcement that she will move into the CabriniGreen housing project] was mixed Saturday night;
many
calling the move courageous but symbolic." Courageous
that's good. Symbolic, intrcduced with a butthat if; obviously
somehow bad, Or at least inferior. "Al-derrnan Danny Davis
said the_ move might be_ more _symbolic than substantive
Obviously anything merely symbolic is not substantive; and if
rhetoric is anything it is an employment of symbols:
If you dctect a tone of defensiveness in these obserwitions
.

just_ think how you would feel if you prifessed a subject that ots
itself talked about like that, every day, everyWhere!
28
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What people usually mean when they dismiss other
people's efforts as "rhetoric" or, more often, "mere rhetoric" is
that words or other symbols are being used to deceive or to
Obscure issues or evade actiom Animals cannot tell elaborate
lieS, Only sinipie ones. Animals cannot use syMbOls as eVaiOn.
Only a rhetoric-endowed species can produce an elabörate chain
of lies to achieve a cover-up ; or a multi-million &liar advertising campaign for products known to be either usék-ss or harm-

ful; or a diplomatic and political vocabulary for making the
worse seem the better cause. Rhetoricians have often tried to
wash their hands of such stuff, preserving the term rhetoric for
cleaner varieties. But, as educators, we Lannot accept that
dodge If we confer symbolic powers upon our students, we take
on all of the risks of symbolic power If we train our students in
the arts cif reading, writing; _listening, and sPeaking, we Shall
inevitably empower them re do great harm in the WOrldth üe
rhetoric for private, antisocial ends, to break rather than build
con uections. I must return to this problem in a few moments,
but, for now, perhaps we can simply label the Whole domain of

the deceitful rhetoric we deplore as "sub-rhetoric." Different
people will probably have somewhat different examples ih
mind; hardly a day goes by without
adding to a list that
eXhibits, as its supreme mornent,_ Richard Nixon's Checkers
speech, when his family and then his dog, won thi_ hearts of a
nation.
One step up from sub-rhetoric we find the wörd used to
refer tb the whole art of sincere selling of anycause, not jiist the
trickery part or the disguise, but the genuinely pei-stiasive Of-ts

too, including the logical arguments. ih this sense, President
Carter 's rhetoric was said to be poor and President Reagan's is
generally said to be good, meaning that, on average, people
come away from their encounters with President ReagAn having
Ale-re RhOOric, RhetOrii
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direction. Almost every day we read
that the United States must "improve its rhetoric thratighdUt
moved more or less in

the world," obviously meaning "we must sell our ease niore
effectively.",

Though it is hard to distinguish this level of thetOtic, Which I
Will Call "Mete thetoric," from sub-rhetoric, obviously its uses
(;-an range from the most noble to the most darigetoUS, from
ChUrChill'S Wartiine speeches to the typical piece of campaign
oratory. In some ways, mere thetoric is more dangerous than
silli=thetoric because those who employ it are sincere; they have

a position that they hope will prevail, and they themselves
tespect the rhetorical devices that they employ Presidents
Reagan and Carter both seem to believe in their hearts that they

good imedicine for the country More important id our
analysis than their sincerity, however, is that they alWays give

the impiesSion of having used their rhetoric to pütàcross a
POSitiOn that was known in advance, before the wotk citi the
thetOrie began. The case is already known: "OK, Sam, let's
WhOtrip uS up some mere rhetoric to put it over. Let's see, who's
Our best ghost writer on this subject? George? OK, Gcorge, you
knoW what we want, now get cracking on the rhetoric." The fact

is that most freshman cornposition texts, even those that have
taken up with the renewed fashion of using the word "rhetoric"
in the title, :imply that one's case is found by some othei ait dr
science, and, then one puts it over with mere rhetoric.
Even if that were our final definition of the art, rhetoric
wOtild Still Obviously be indispensable in all general education,

since its uses are shared by all who engage in any kind of
-ptactical endeavor. But it is hardly the art that I could bring
inysdf to defend as what we should use in debating general
education. Presumably, as we discuss our various proposals we

do not think of ourselves as coming out of the discussion
Coynmon Learning
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precisely as we came into it. We want to discover something
through our rhetorical exchange.
As you know, Aristotle's own Rhetoric goes one large step
further toward the definition we are seeking. Instead of being

the art of persuasion about a case that is entirely known
beforehand, rhetoric for Aristotle is the faculty or capacity;
found of cour5e in the rhetorician; of discovering or inventing
"the possible means of persuasion in reference to any subject
whatever." Unlike the arts of medicine, geometry, arithmetic
(and presumably politics too, though Anstotle does not mention
politics in this context) rhetoric "appears to be able to discover
the means of persuasion in reference to any given subject." It is
thus used by all disciplines, except insofar as those disciplines
have available apodeictic proofs, what we call demonstrative or
scientific proofs. Rhetoric in this view is not a dressing added to
the case to make it persuasive; the rhetorician discovers the case
itself, using the art of rhetoric as an art of discovery. When the
search is successful; that case is persuasive; though the conclusions it leads to may not be true for all time and are certainly not
demonstrated in any absolute sense.
This art; which I will calli "rhetoric-B," is a marvel and a

wonder. A scholar-teacher might honorably spend a whole
career mastering its subtleties and passing the mastery along to
students. Obviously it is a much more important subject than
what most people call rhetoric. It will of course include the study
of the inferior rhetorics how otherwise could one distinguish

the "bombast" and "empty verbal ornamentation" of one's
enemies from the "true eloquence" and "sensitive verbal enrichments" of one's friends But its true home will be what we
call "value disputes in the political arena at its best, when a
Pericles or a Lincoln or a Churchill reminds a nation of its
deepest cornmitmems; or in literary criticiSm; or in quarrels
Mere Rhetoric, Rhetoric
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about the law or about constitutions. It comes into its own in
every part of life where simple appeals to obvious facts or
unquestioned logical proofs are not available and that surely
means most of what we do, even as scholars. Clearly, such a
subject is immensely important, well worth the hundreds of
pages of close study that Aristotle and Cicero gave it, and the
many thousands that later students have added. There is nothing "mere" about it It is the very lifeblood of our daily lives
together
But is it finally what we seek; if we are looking for the art of

discovering and appraising the values we share? One obvious

problem is that it seems to lack any limits on its power
Everyone who has thought hard about it has s-Aordinated it to
some other discipline, to make sure that it serves a higher good.
It can be taught to villains as well as to saints, and it can be
employed against the good of a society as well as for it. It is, of
course, an immensely seductive art, because its nik:stery is the
road to worldly success. am reminded of something a frier, d of
mine said years ago, After a month or so teaching in a routine
course called "Composition and Rhetoric" he lamented; feel
as though I had been hired to stand at one side of the ladder of
success and goose the little bastards as they climb.")

Rhetoric-B is the art of knowing what you want,. and
finding the really good arguments to win others to your side. It
is the art of the good lawyer, of the effective birsiness Icader, of
the successful fund raiser, and it is not to be scoffed at o ignored.
But it does not itself teach us what ends it should serve; it is still
an art without essential restraints other than those Fovided by
the counterrhetoric created by other warriors or competitors.
The world it builds; left on its own; is a world of a free market of
atomized persons and ideas, each privately seeking victory and
hoping that in the melee a public good wAl be produced by some
(or -mon Lra His us
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,ble hand. Thus all thinkers from Plato and Aristotle on
have felt the need to subordinate it to some higher discipline

in

capable of revealing proper ends cr goods. We see what happens
when such higher controls are lacking, as various spokesmen for
this or that new rhetorical theory "communications skills,"
"propaganda analysis," "advertising techniques;" "information
show themselves to be; in effect, available to the
science"

highest bidder: they fail to provide; from within themselves,
any hint about limits to how and when theiz techniques are to be
used.

But to what discipline or art now on the scene might we
turn for the controls that each of our three kinds of rhetoric so
clearly require? It takes no great skill in rhetoric to recognize
that in our society at this time, there is open warfare about
whether any superior "good" exists, or, if it does, what in fact it
is and how it should be pursued. We seem to share no single
notion of the good or of the proper methods of argument to be
used in itS pursuit.
If we did have such agreement; we could of course deduce
from it proper uses of rhetoric: something like, "Service of the
one true Lord requires', as Augustine teaches that rhetoric
should ." or "To restore our position as the world's greatest
power, it is obvious that our rhetoric should. . ." But we in
America have agreed on something else insteadthat we are to
be a pluralistic society in which many different possible first
principles will coexist. Some of them, like some scientists' and
mathematicians' notions of what can be known, would rule out
as trivial or non-cognitive most of the examples offered in the
.

Carnegie essay. Some of them would suggest a list of co-ordinate

values. And some, like mine; would lead to a more aggressive

kind of hierarchical ordering, with certain threatened educational scandals seen as much more important than others.
Ntei.e RhetoriC; Rhetoric
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When first principles conflict, how do we proceed ? One
possible way is to use rhetonc-B to persuade other people to

change their minds and accept the predetermined true first
principles. Marshalling all of the possible means of persuasion

in our situation, we would, in that view, try to win as many
converts as possible.
But did the Foundation's authors know, before they began
to draft the report, not only how the report was to come out but
how_ those who read and discuss it were supposed to respond?
Did Ilmow; as I began to write, what general education program
we all should fight for on our campuses, using the best rhetoric
we can muster?

Clearly, we all admire most another form of rhetoric
entirely, one implied by my hierarchical progression from
sub-rhetoric through mere-rhetoric and on to -hetoric-B
namely
surprise!
a "rhetoric-A." When we are working
together at our best, we repudiate both the autocratic imposition
of a program by some benign dictator and the warfare of fixed
positions ; instead we try out our reasons on each other, to see
where we might come out We practice a rhetoric of inquiry.
To invent a label does not mean; of course, that the art we
seek actually exists; and it certainly does not say that we will
attain to it if it exists. But if there were an art that promised to

aid us in going beneath the surface of our verbal disputes in
order to discover the common values that underlie them and to
build practical programs on them, would not mastery of that art
be, for any pluralistic society, a noble art indeed?

Is there a rhetoric-A? Is there a supreme art of inquiry
through symbols that is designed, riot to win by cheating, as in
sub-rhetoric; not merely to_ win sincerely, as in mere rhetoric,
and not just to marshal all of the good reasons there might be for
accepting what one knows already, but rather to discover and
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refine; in cri!-ical exchange; our ends, our purposes, our values?

Let me stress again the curious point that we have intui-

tively elected to practice that unnamed art whenever we
engage in conferences that permit open exchange of ideas.
What is more, I suspect that despite all our rhetorical faults as

a natiom it remains true that no other society has ever
committed itself so passionately to the search for rhetonc-A.
Often this commitment is mocked, as people get impatient
with committee work, with the cumbersomeness of represen7
tative government, with the absurdities of our thousands of
national conventions; colloquia, conferences, workshops, and
commissions: "Just think of all the time; energy; and money
that is being wasted at this moment by hard working; intelligent people, who travel thousands of miles to confer together
in muddle-headed facillon, using dubious arguments about
unformulated questions, appealing to unclear principles and
ieading to ambiguous conclusions!"

Well, that's rhetoric-A for you! We seem to be stuck
with it, not only when we confer in person but whenever we
seriously take other people's views into account. So let us try
for a somewhat clearer definition of this rhetoric that we seek
to practice together when we are at our best
Is it not the art of qppraising the warrants for aLlsent in any
symbolic exhange?

The definition ma seem anti-climactic until we think
about the ground covered by its four key terms:
Appraising

the judging of the real validity or force, the

power or weakness of something.
IMirrants the reason or motves given by one human being
to another as support for some belief or action or change of
mind (note that we move here beyond notions of "proof" or
"demonstration." Such ostensibly hard stuff becomes only a
Rh-etart, Rhetoric
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subset of all the more or less good grounds we can give each
other for changing our minds and hearts).
Assent

rather than dissent, because, though the two no-

tions of saying "yes" and saying "no" are indissolubly linked
in all human exchange, assent is really prior. Of the many
reasons one might mention, the most obvious is that "thinking together about warrants" cannot even be undertaken
without a primal act of assent: "I" must assent to "your
equal right to a hearing in our mutual endeavors ; note again
the contrast with traditional notions of hard proof, sought
usually in private inquiry by disproving other people's views,
and then imposed upon a reluctant world. What is more, the
"I" who assents or dissents was long since constituted in a
series of incorporations of other selves. Hence:
Symbolic exchangelike the other, inferior rhetorics; this one
is indissolubly bound with the notion that it takes at least two
to tango. But unlike the other definitions this one rejects the
very notion of the private individual "self" thinking by "itself:" We move; instead to a kind of thought possible only for
a radically social self of the kind Dr. Boyer has hinted at in
saying that the dichotomy between the individual and his past
is unreal. Good thinking in this view will not be quite like the
"clear thinking" touted in so many handbooks of logic something performed by the "individual" in opposition to all those

sloppy thinkers "out there." Instead it will be "social
thought" even whenit is in some sense private; good thinking
will be only that kind of thinking that takes into account what
others have said or can say against it And it Will be from first
to last; richer than what could be said, or even thought, by
any one party in the exchange.
It is clear that it there is such an art, it must include the
skills of appraising arguments offered in the inferior kinds of
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rhetoric; and it must no doubt include the appraisal and
placement of ithe various kinds themselves: In that sense, I
have been trying tu practice rhetoric-A throughout this essay.
But rhetoric-A can be practiced in the simplest of exchanges
the argument with your neighbor over the srnell of his
gingko tree, the discussion with a student about a low giade,
the debate in committe about whether to require competence
in a foreign language. In fact, I want now to suggest that
rhetoric-A is indeed the most general of all general arts, and
that to neglect it in our general requiremcnts; as, indeed; we
too often do, is the most scandalous of all the scandals we
perpetrate; I know_that I can trust you to discount the outrageous arrogance in such a claim. I fully expect other disciOnes to make similar movesand I ask only that, when they
do, we insist on real argument in their support, not just the
claim that freshman courses are needed to attract majors. The
best curricula will emerge, I am suggesting, when each of our
imperialistic claims is forced into the courts of communal
discourse; where our various rationalizations are transmuted;
under critical scrutiny, into that special kind of reasoning I am
calling rhetoric-A;

ermake my case, I must practice a bit of rhetoric-A on the notion of general education itself.
The trouble with all highly general terms like general,
shared, and connections, is that, like rhe;oric, they cover and
sometimes even obscure essential distinctions; Some forms of
generality are harmful I offer the easy examples of totalitarian irnposition of general aims and practices on a whole
populace, and the soppy generalities offered by some "interMere Rhetoric, Rhetorz,
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disciplinary" programs. Some sharings are dangerousI cite

only the exhilarated sharings that lead to mob action or
national witch,hunts, Some connections are intellectually
inhibiting--I cite only the ancient lumping of matter into the

four elemEnts and the highly up-to-date and fashionable
lumping of all narrative, including history, as "fictional" and

therefore a form of lying, If we try to build our programs
simply on wliat is shared or what is general, we shall be
vulnerable to the first sophist who comes along and insists
that we teach lying, just because all human beings lie; and
proudful self-serving; just because all men and women are
self-serving; and the arts of vandalism, just because scientific
studies show that all of us share a capacity to take pleasure in
destroying. In short, implicit in the Carnegie essay's emphasis on what is shared is a demand for distinctions of quality
and kinds of generality. Once we limit ourselves to what we
might call "generalities worth having," how many kinds do we
find appealed to in the search for a general education? (Four of

the following five kin-ds of generality, and the notion of
distinguishing the four kinds, I borrow from that great student of rhetoric; Richard McKeon)'
Education can be general in the sense of being generally

shared by all students in a given setting. Many curricular
planners have found themselves giving up on the hope for a
reasoned selection of the knowledge most worth having. "Who
can say that everybody must know a given Dickens novel rather

than the great Chinese novel Monkey,2 or Platonic thought
rather than Zen Buddhism, or the second law of thermodynamics rather than how to do a regression analysis in statistics?
Nobody. But we can say that it is good for students to share a
culture, locally, so we'll make upa list of more-or-less arbitrary
general requirements ensuring that they'll at least have some38
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thing to talk about together." Rather minimal thinldng, thiS,
but no doubt better than nothing.
EdUCatiOn Can he general, secondly in the sense of covering
the general needs of all citizens in a given time and place. That it
should do so_was the standard argument used by the defenders

of the great Hutchins program of fourteen required year:long
courses. Usually their talk was explicitly about preparation for
citizenship. "We seek art education that all Americans should
have, because it would be folly to expect anyone to exercise the
choices presented by our society without having the fourteen
competencies our comprehensive examinations coven All citizens Will have tO exercise these competencies, regardless of what

the fiihrie brings; therefore they should share a standard preparation in them."
A rather different curriculum emerges if we emphasize a
third kind of general sharing, the methods and subject matters
that all the genuinc modes of inquiry sharo. Proponents of "the
scientific method" have argued that all genuine thought depends
on certain paradigms of proof, and that general education
should build habits of thought that will be generally useful, in
all fields, though obviously radically unshared by Mo St citizens.

Programs with emphasis on training in logic, seniantics, linguistics, laboratory techniques, computer technology and
mathernatics have emerged from such paradigm They tend to
shoW little concern about whether any two students have both
read Shakespeare, or studied the Constitution, or thought about
the role of law in public affairs, or dew- 1oped svill in commonicating their "scientific" results, or learned the same computer language.
Entirely different curricula have been suggested by proponents of a fourth notion of generality based on what is common
to all -people in all cultures. "Our deepest connections are with
Mere Rhetoric, Rhetoric
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humankind as a whole, and nothing is worse, educationally,
than our chauvinistic concentration on western culture. What
all students should learn are the experiences that join them to
the rest of the world, not the narrow and elitist canons of
western taste. What could be more absurd, in the modern
world, than the western provincial who knows all about Beethoven and is ignorant of the Javanese gamelan?"

Finally education can seek the general in the form of
conceptual generalintions that serve as comprehensive overreaching principles under which each discipline performs its
work
whatever generalizes all particulars in a field or in all
fields. Surely if there is some "general field theory" it should be
our center. Many mathematicians and physical scientists have
pursued a truly general truth that could provide a capstone for
all knowledge. As Morris Kline has recently said, mathematics
offers all the values offered by any field, and, in addition, is "the

paradigm for the best knowledge available."3 For certain rdigious planners; on the other hand, it has seemed obvioas that an
education without a knowledge of God as a capstone is not
education at all but a misapprehension of fragments. "Surely an
education that does not lead the student to try to put it all
together, to see not just connections but the ultimate connectedness, can hardly be considered really e eneral, and it is not
worthy of being required,"

t first consideration; this list of rival sharirtgs may
seem daunting. Regardless of where we would place our own
planning, or that cr the Carnegie Foundation, we are all aware
that there are these rival views that the shambles the report
40
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rightly deplores comes in part from the failure of educators to
think through which of these notions of the general they are
pursuing; and why All five build in a rejection of tnvial or base
kinds Of .5hanng. But are all versions of each of them equally
important?

On another occasion I would like to pursue these complexities and to discover where each of these notions would lead

us if we asked not simply whether a given learningiwould be
nice to have, but whether it should be required for all students.
But here, I can only report my daunting discovery that 1 am
unwilling to give up any of the five: Though it is easy to see how

special versions of each can be in direct competition with the
others; it is obvious that each is radically desirable; in the precise
sense that we began with: there is a kind of scandal in giving the
BA to any student who has no common intellectual bonds with

other students, with all other citizens, with all genuine disci-

plines, with all human cultures, and with all who seek to
discover truths that are truly general.
If all five kinds are desirable, we can then begin to play an
interesting game._ Which of the many sharings on the Carnegie
report's list; all of them good things to have; can make the best
case for itself as indispensable; according to one or more of the
notions of generality?
Againi shall; of course; leave it to others to make their
cases for disciplines other than rhetonc. But I would not be
doing my duty by an ancient and honorable discipline if I did not

claim that rhetoric-A, the development of the approisal (and
hence the skillful use) of warrants for assent in human exchange

is an art unrivaled in its service to all five kinds of general
education. I hasten to add that it is an art that need not be taught
under the title of "rhetoric." You may prefcr to call it "dialectic,"
or "philosophy of discourse," or "practical discourse," as we do
Men' Rhetoric, Rhetoric
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in our undergraduate program at the University of Chicago,
PERL
Politics, Economics, Rhetoric, Law. I cannot think of
any course in which some contribution to its mastery could not
be made, if a teacher really tried. But it is too easily neglected
when it is not given a clear and distinctive place in the curriculum; and when it is neglected, all the other disciplines suffer.

In the first place; and perhaps most obviously, if students
on a given campus are to share educational experience, whether
imposed through requirements or discovered simply by living
together, they will do so largely in their use of rhetoric, good or
bad. Only to the degree that they learn to practice rhetoric-A,
appraising together the warrants for assent that they and their
teachers and texts offer, will they learn what to share and what
not to share, what positions to buy and what to reject. In short,

rhetoric is the very medium in which students share most of
their geimin,..- education; including most of their classroom
experiences in the hardest of the sciences. The rIictoric may very

well be of inferior kinds; even the best teachers may find
occasional uses for hamming, tear-jerking, blood-letting, and
swinging from the chandeliers. But surely our ideal of education
is the sharing of good reasons for changes of mind, and since in
most subjects that we care about there are no rigorous mathematical or experimental proofs available even for the simplest
processes and conclusions, our hope must lie in rhetoric-A. (On

another occasion it would be useful to show that even the
hardest of the sciences cannot prove scientifically their basic
asc,umptions, and must depend; when dealing with those assumptions, on rhetoric:A)
It seems equally obvious, secondly, that the primary need
of all citizens, before, during, and after college graduation, is a
mastery of rhetoric. The business of American life is, after all,
conductedperhaps more than was trueof any previous society
42
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--in rheton: Unlike people in traditional societies, we gel our
jobs, keep them or lose them, And actually conduct them, with
thetoric. The Chronicle of Higher Education has recently made
the claim that more than 50 percent of all Americans makP their
living at what the Chronicle elegantly calls "symbol pushing."
You would think, then, that every college in this practical land

would have at least one entire degree program in how to
symbol-push better than other symbol pushers. But if you have
such a program on your campus, one that goes beyond the mere
rhetoric of advertising sldlls, I shall be surprised, and I hope to
learn about it. I shall be even more surprised if your catalogues
list more than one required general course that might conceivably be named "Improved Symbol-Pushing 101."
Rhetoric as vocational training is obviously far more im-

portant than we recognized. But I would stress even more
strongly its value in serving our universal need for political
savvy. All our political life except what is done through bribery

and violence, is conducted none or another form of rhetoric.
Working together in symbolic exchange is in fact our only
alternative to tyranny; either someone will impose forms of life

upon us, or we must learn to embrace forms of life by trying
them out on each other. And if we cannot manage to do the
trying out effectively if we cannot rise above sub- and mereand B-rhetorics to an effective appraisal of our reasonings, we
are doomed to some form of chaos, inevitably followed by some
tyrant's takeover.

Our founding fathers did the trying ou at a wonderfully
high level; my students and I have been discovering just how
high as e work over the rhetoric-A of MadiF.on's Notes and the
rhetoric-B of The Federalist Papers, in that new program I
mentioned, TERL." (The Founders were highly skilled in the
use and analysis of the lower rhetorical forms, too; what we
!ere Rhetoric Rhetortc
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might call our founding uncles; like Tom Paine; owed their
astonishing popular success to a rhetorical range that any of Us

might envy.) What is more; every generation since then has
offered its demonstration that unless effective rhetoric governs
politics, money and violence will. The Constitution in this view

is a marvelousiy shrewd effort to guarantee that rhetoric will
have a chance
an effort to open up public spaces that will
require, not just allow, that our many different would-be governors listen to each other and listen to the governed. The fact
that we survive at all as a democracy is a triumph of that great
piece of rhetoric-A and of our willingness to talk and listen
according to its rules:
If there is only one alternative to the brute force of bribery
or threatened violence you would expect study of that alternative to be the required center of every plan for democratic
education. What we find instead are hundreds of colleges that do

not require even one year of training in how to read, write,
speak, or listen, and thousands of major programs in which
students never do any significant writing of their own or
analyze anyone else's arguments carefully. I invite you; with
some anguish; tol take a close look; when you return to your
own campus; at the textbooks now being used there.
Thirdly, rhetoric is general to all disciplines, in the sense of
their depending on it in daily practice. Though many disciplines
are described as if rhetoric were beneath their high-minded
endeavors, one has only to look at the rhetoric used in the field
itself, both in its publications and its teaching practice, to see the
absurdity of the claim. The fact is that every field depends, often
in surprising degrees, on the skills I am talking about.
I will not insist; as some rhetoricians have done, on the
claim that even the hardest proofs in the hardest sciences are

conducted in rhetoric: "the rhetoric of the laboratory," "the
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rhetoric of the equation," "the rhetoric of the graph." But even
if we grant the name of pure science to the processes of decisive
and final demonstration, we know that most of the business of
scientistS, even when they are writing in their front-line journals, depends on obviously rhetorical arguments like explOrarion of hidden or overt analogies, colorful metaphor, appeals to
the character of the speaker and of supporting institutions, and
direct or subtle manipulation of readers' emotiOnS. We should
not have needed The Double He lix,4 or LUCP 5 the new book
purporting to reveal hOW anthropologists work, to teach us what
a said portion of every scientist's scientific life is decided by
scientific evidence.
The infusion of rhetoric, of our kinds of reasons, goOd and
bad, is usually not noticed, especially when it Comes in the fOrm

of appeals to certain root metaphors that everyone in the field
simply takes for granted. When it is noticed it is usually treated

as a kind of impurity that would be washed away if nn 1 y
scientists were more scientific. But rhetoric is inescapable, even
in mathematics and physics; to say nothing of all the other fields
hinted at in the Carnegie report's list of sharings. Leaving aside

the obvious rhetoric of the grant proPOSal and the seminar
room, a very large part of what every inqiiirer in every field
says in "scientific" debate with colleagnes is nOf baCked With
certain proof. AS Michael Polanyi6 has shown; in his great bOOk
Personal Knowledge, no scientist could ever prove scientifiCally
most of the scientific beliefs he or she accepts. In eVery sdefice,
rientists believe most of what they believe about itall e)-(ceot
their own_very tiny specialist's domain
without even being
able to_follow, in detail; the proofs that other specialists would
offer. This does not mean that they lielieve their colleagues on

what is called "blind faith." They believe their colleagues
because they have more or less reliable warrantS for assent of the
Alcre Rhetor'c, Rhetoric
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kind that rhetoricians _have alWaYS studied: For example, nobody has ever decisiVelY disproved, and nobody could conceivably disPi6Ve; any Of the Wild popular assertionS Of pseudo:
science, the theOries 6f VelOkovsky or van Daniken, the experi=
ments Of hordes 6t para-psychologists, the reports of UFO-

logists and what not. Yet all scientists of repute reject these
schemes by the dozens, annuafly, without investigation; life

ould be intolerable for them if they did 'iot reject them
without scientific investigation, trusting to rhetorical warrants

like authority, emotional commitment to "the scientific
method," and pure hunch. On the Other hand; all scientists
accept dozens of new deVe16PMents annually in fields outside
their specialties, on gi6Unds that can only be cilled rhetorical:

the streigth 6f Personal and communal warrantS that have
nothing tO clO With scientific proof. Since such warrants never
yield cerninty the people Who make these choices sometimes
turn out to have been Wrong; occasionally a "wild" scheme later

establishes itself and an established truth is overthrown. But
mb-st of what we think of as scient&c life would simply
disappear if such uncertainties led scientists to insist on scientific

proofs for every belief on which they act;
Unfortunately, it is impossible to exhibit here the kind Of

field-by-field survey that would be required to siipport my
claim that rhetoric is _essential tc r practiced in all disciplines.
Short of 6 wlie derriOnstratin:: f how all learning depends
on rhetorie; I inUst be content with the simple reminder of how
much every sCientist relies on it. I am pot thinking only of
effective populariiations Of the kind that Lewis Thomas practices so Well. I am thinking rather of the fact that whenever any

inquirer chooses to address anyone except other advanced
inquirers in a given field, rhetoric comes into its own.

In a longer version of this paper I have looked at an
4b
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extensive verbatim account of a group of economists debating a
colleague's paper. What are their procedures? They consist, for
the most part, of rhetoric-B, occasionally rising to rhetoric-A.

You may think economists are too easy a markafter all, none
of us watching the recent TV series done by Milton Friedman
had the illusion that what he was practicing; with those shots of
happy workers in Hong Kong sweatshops, was the science of
e -nnornics. But consider, then, as representative of what plays a

:_ccessarv part in every field, the kind of thing one finds ih
Scientific American. That wonderful journal brings a hazy sense
of scientific developments to us laymen, but what is interesting

is that it also provides, as I learn in talking to scientific colleagues, many of the beliefs that scientists themselves hold
about sciences other than their own. Not long ago one could
read the following:
Th2 first test of Einstein's general theory of gravitation to be made on
objects outside the solar system was reported shortly before the
anniversary of Einstein's birth: The opportunity for such a test presented itself with the discovery in 1974 of a radio pulsar that is a member

of a binary pair ... PS11913 +16. Since 1974 the signal emitted by
PSR1913 +16 has been closely monitored by its codiscoverer Joseph H.

Taylor of the University of Massachusetts a: Amherst, with the
305-meter radio telescope at Arecibo in Puerto Rico. Ina recent issue of
Nature Taylor reportrs] the results of some 1000 observations over
four years. With gradual improvement in technique pulse-arrival time
can now be established with an accuracy of about 50 microseconds. 7

Like wow! Little did I dream ! Yet it must be true; ene thousand
observations! 50 microseconds! Closely monitored! At U. Mass!

Reported in Nature! All of this is, of course, rhetoric, mere
rhetoric.

There follow three paragraphs of explanation, at a highly
Mere Rhetoric, Rhetoric & the Search for Common Leiirnin,i;
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generallevel. In a st
of happy easy faith, I go on to the next
item: "How Interferon ilnterferes.: The conclusions of that one
I also accept; sort of, because "the remarkable ability of the

protein interferon to inhibit the multiplication of viruses in
animal cells has tantalized biochemists and virologists ever since

its discovery in 1957:' and also because a scientist from The
University of California(!) at Santa Barbara, no less; has reported his work in The Proceedings of the National Academy of

Sciences! Rhetoric. Not terribly good warrants here, once I
think about them. Not good enough to satisfy me, especially if I
am an astronomer or virologist But we can be sure that every
mathematician; say; or_ economist; who reads this wi!l_ tentatively add this lore, as I do; to "what science has proved."
Since I am aware of how far my evidence here falls short of
my vast generalization, perhaps I can just appeal_ to your own
expertise. Simply think of the last article you read in your own
field, one not addressed to tI.e general public, and then ask, what
proportion of the propositions in it that you_ accept could you
yourself prove or disprove according to Karl Popper 's criterion
of falsifiability,8 as the model of how scientists think. My guess
is that the figure will_ run as low as 5 percent. There is absolutely

nothing wrong in that except when poor education in the
intellectual procedures needed for that remaining 95 percent
leaves people floundering;
I can do even less justice to the fourth kind of sharingour

connections with all cultures, all of humankind; It is perhaps
self -evident that rhetoric in some form will be found in all
cultures. The capacity to engage in symbolic exchange, the
capacity to use statements about the world rather than mere
poiining or brute force, is recognized by all anthropological
schools as a distinctive featureperhaps the essential feature
of human cultures. Though what constitutes a good reason, a
48
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genuine warrant, will vary considerably from culture to culture; I can be sure in advance of studying any new culture that
people in kt will have their own way of distinguishing good
argument from bad, and_ they will recognize a difference between those who are good at finding the right words and those
whose words mislead or destroy. I can be equally sure that any
chance we have of building understanding among cultures will
depend on a rhetoric of discovery. What do we share beneath our

surface differences? Let us inquire together; in symbolic exchange. There is no other way except to eliminate differences by
forceful domination:

So I must assume, without adequate argument, that
rhetoric is a universally needed and practiced art, if there is any
such thing as a universally needed and practiced art, hurrying
on to the fifth and most implausible of all my claims today. Most
traditional educational systems have sought to study and instill

understanding of some kind of ultimate good, some supreme
standard against which all of our interests and endeavors can be
measured. We today can rely on no such standard. We know
that our culture has no publicly acknowledged and universally
accepted ultimate standard of that kind. Our question then
becomes: Can rhetoric in any sense fill a gap that is left when
theology, philosophy, the idea of scientific progress faith in
uitunate political revolution, and all other gods have failed?
To show how it might do so would be a tall order, even if I
had more space. I can only suggest that when we ask the
question, "What warrants for assent are really good ones?" we
are forced to practice rhetoric-A at the highest possible ilevel
one that indeed we may want another name for: meta-rhetoric,

perhaps, or rhetorology? We are then asking the ikind of
question that the Carnegie essay calls for when it asks us to
think about the "issues of values that we share in common." We
Al
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are pushing Jurselves to reflect not just on the warrants for
assent in particular cases, but on the ultimate ways of grounding
assent, the varieties of modes of assenting, modes of warranting.
The rhetorologist will be interested not so much in whether
ME A : or ME B. wins in a parficular debate; or even how they

win or lose, as iin the structures of assumption and proof that
both share; and in how these structures might differ from the
structures found in neighboring disciplines; _or in the same
discipline a decade before or a decade after. You can see immediately that there are a lot of rhetorologists around, traveling
under other names. Indeed in most disciplines these days one
finds people who are reopening "settled" questions about what
constitutes good warrants for assent in that disciplinethey are
exploring the ways we think about the ways we think. One sees
efforts everywhere to rehabilitate proofs that earlier thinkers
tried to reject: "telling a good story" as one form of validation in

history; analogy as one form of genuine argument in science;
metaphor as inescapable in all jr.viziii-y; the persuasive force of a
speaker's ethos; appeals tradition o precedent; even a legitimated and controlled reliance on emotional stirrings.

Even more important than the critical rehabilitation of
these warrants rejected by earlier positivisms is the critical
probing of basic assumptions within and among the disciplines u ddenly everyone seems to be aware that human

thought does not have to be either strictly deductive or
strictly empirical but can be "topical,." rhetorical. If you look
at any statement that purports to be proof; in any discipline;

you find that it relies on "unprovable" assumptions, sometimes stated, often left tacit: asiumptions about what makes a
fact in that subject; about the purpose of inquiry; about the
self-evidency of certain principles and definitions; about the
50
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proper methods of moving back and forth between "unquestioned" principles and "undeniable" facts: The work of the
rhetorologist is precisely to pursue the comparative worth of
different warrants in different_ persuasive enterprises; and to
invent
or if you prefer, discover
improved ways for
minds to meet within disciplines and among seemingly dif=
ferent or conflicting disciplines.

iTo the rhetoricianthough not to most other peopleit
has been clear for more than 2000 years that none of the
individual disciplines provides a method for examining the
basic assumptions necessary to the practice of that method:

The lawyer does not use legal argument to establish the
validity of legal argument; to do that requires some kind of
political philosophyeither one derived from an established
authority or good, like the divine right of kings, or one that is
discovered in symbolic intercourse among those who choose
to think about such matters that is, by rhetorology. The
physicist cannot prove, using the methods of physical science,
even that nature exists, or that the proofs of physi:25 are any

more than game playing; or that evidence should not be
fudgeCL and so on. Rhetorologists cannot "prove" such mat
ters either, and they welcome what might be called the "Gödel
bandwagon;"9 that new growth industry convincing even the
mathematicians that ultirnate certain proofs are not to be had.

The rhetorologist has always known what popularizers of

Gödel are saying, that "truth" is a larger concept than
"proof," that there are many truths that are "uncertifiable."
For rhetorology this has never presented a crisis but simply a
challenge to find new topics, new shared places from which
any given rhetorical community can move; trusting to various degrees, of warranting in the search for liveable truths;
not certainties.
Mere Rhetortc. Rhetoric e? the Search for Common Learnins
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As I reminded you earlier, most philosophies have hoped

to school the vagaries of various rhetorics, to rein in the
immensely frisky pony of mankind's free-ranging symbols,
by discovering some supreme single substance or method that
adhere to; some metaphysics or
or should
all could
metasoniething that could determine which first principles
are really first and then estblish the others in relation to it.
There are of course many thinkers today who still pursue that
kind of hope for a supreme monistic view of all knowledge.
But I don't have to tell you that they move in many different
paths to many different ultimate principles. And as soon as
they offer to take us with them to their heights, as soon as
they attempt to meet those of us who do not ishare a selfevident vision of some single ordered truth; they perforce
must enter the domains of rhetoriceither the lower forms,

attempting to win converts; or rhetorology attempting to
discover common ground between their programs and ours.
Thus even those who hold to a faith that someday, somehow a
unified language of all knowledge will be discovered, with a
universally accepted supreme substance or concept to validate
it, are forced to work here and now in a pluralistic world of
differences that are nut found just on the surface but that run
very deep, a messy world of dispute, of lines of reasoning that

are only probable, not certain, of major questions about
which there seem to be not just two sides but many sides:
In that world some people become skeptical and even
cynical: if nothing can be finally demonstrated, everything is
equally doubtful ;_ all claims to knowledge are spurious. But
the rhetorologist has learned, from practicing the less comprehensive kinds of rhetoric, that to be uncertain is not the
same as to be cognitively helpless. Having learned to use
symbolic exchange to test the "maybes" in everyday affairs,
Comlnon Learn ',Ix
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the rhetorologist is not afraid to use such exchange tatest t'ae

maybes that we dispute "at the top," as it were. The faith
required to do so is not a blind faith, because it is perpetually
rewarded with islands of clarity that make human life not
only possible but rewarding. It will look like blind faith only

to those who insist that there i5 only one kind of serious.
inquiry
the pursuit of certainty; all the rest is mere
guesswork, mere rhetoric. m

Clearly I have thrown caution to the winds and
allowed my imperialism to run riot. My claim is not of course

that those other good things on the Carnegie list should be
discarded; in any college curriculum I could respect, all would

be pursued vigorously But I do fear that the essay's careful
rhetorology its search for what we share beneath our differences of expression, may becorne quickly corrupted, when it
gets in the hands of curriculum committees; corrupted into a
list of six or eight required courses. Then, when the committee report is manhandled by the faculty council, the final new
plan, to be hailed in The N ew York Times or Time magazine, as

the product of the Carnegie Foundation study will cut the
eight courses to four: one called Freshman English, the resc
turned into distribution requirements in history, the social
sciences, and the natural sciences. Category six, our shared
values, the study of ethics, will simply be dropped, as it
almost always is, as too hot to handle. If we are to forestall
that mutilation, we must push ourselves into thinking hard
about what specific priorities we share; and about how to
answer, and about how to train our students to answer, when
some Ned Snyder pronounces, "Gentlemen, we are already
Mere Rhetoric, Rhetoric
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the best men's college in the country. Why on earth should we
change .. . ?"
Well, that iS one kind of rhetorical_flourish with which I
might wellend. But since in these muddy waters one inevitably feels a bit desperate, I cannot resist trying again.

When Matthew Arnold was about to go to Oxford, his
father, Thomas, wrote to the University to ask whether Aristotle's Rhetoric was required study there. "I could not," he
said, "consent to send my son to [a] University where he
would lose it altogether." Many, perhaps most, of our stu-

dents, "lose it altogether," and I rather doubt that many
parents of your students have threatened to withdraw them
because of the lack. What they may complain about; these
days, is the failure of the college to teach "the basics." ObViously; then; our problem is in one sense quite simple: just
teach the public the truth, namely that what they mean when
they cry "back to the basics!" is "Back to rhetoric!"
With such efforts at resounding peroration I dramatize
that my program is circular: we must use a corrupted medium
to improve that medium. But the circularity does not alarm
me, because it need not be vicious. A vicious circle is actually a

spiral, moving downward. Sometimes rhetoric; especially
political rhetoric, does work like that But we have all experienced moments when the spiral moved upward; when one
party's effort to listen and speak just a little bit better, produced a similar response, making it possible to try a bit harder
and on up the spiral to moments of genuine understanding.
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It is not appropriate to my argument to lay down the principles that I

expect to be found by rhetorologists who think together long and hard about
the grounds of their discourse. But one thing is clear from_ recent probings

in various fields: metaphysical questions that many _modernists thought
settled once and for all, settled with firm answers like "God is dead" or
"Values are man-made arid therefore nonrational: are now reopened. The
ancient "proofs for the existence of God: for example; had been shown to
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for_example; Iris Murdoch's The Sovereignty of Good (London, Routledge
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CHAPTER THREE

en ry Ford gave us the moving assembly line and
an automobile designed; engineered, and priced for Mass consumption. He also made notable contributions to the "saying Of
gr-eat nih. ' "I don't like to read books, they mess up my Mind"
is one of therm Another: "I wouldn't give five cents for all the

art ir. the world." The one that strikes near the heart of this
-,sc<y is a brief and uncompromising judgment on history,
in re_sponse to a question posed by a reporter from the
L'iicrgo Tribune in 1919. Ford had taken the Ti-ibune to court
over '2
e allegedly libdous judgments of its own. He won the
case, but the trial was an embarrassing ordeal in which the man's
ignorance titillated the nation.

Ford did not help matters when he said to the Tribiihe
reporter: "History is more or less bunk," but apparently the
drift of national sentiment in the schools and colleges has been
much in Ford's favor. My purpose, after all these years, is, if not
to refute the wizard of Dearborn, at least to present a case for a
concern with the past as an essential element in the learning of
all people
.

lieritaxe aria lititir nom..
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The first time that I was called upon to represent the claims

of history WflSI ibout thirty years ago when, fresh out of
graduate school, I was asked by my chairman to give the
opening lecture in the freshman course in the history of Western civilization, known in those simple days as History 1-2.

That lecture was by tradition the responsibility of Phinney
Baxter, the president of the college, but he was out of town, and
the opportunity fell to me, I assume, because, as the most recent
recruit to the department, I might offer the fr-.-shest observations.
Whatever may have been said on that occasion, no record

of it remains in my files. I am, therefore; unable to contrast
what surely must have been the enthusiasms, the hopes, the
assumptions of a young historian with the experiences and
conclusions of one who is on the eve of retirement. I do recall
telling the freshmen that the study of history would protect
them from being misled by Time magazine, but that did hot
take fifty minutes.
In any case, now, thirty years later, we do know that the
comfortable curricular structures and assumptions of an earlier

day no longer support the historian in his effort to justify
attention to the past. The past has not altogether been thrown
away, but somewhere along the line its relevancy came to be
questioned, other excitements crowded in upon it, and the
oppressive demands of the present, of the NOW, took over. We
sense an incompleteness in the college graduate whose sense of
self is uninformed by a sense of the connections that unite
people, tha, make past and present and future a dynamic continuum, and that put into perspective the inheritance and tradizions that shape our daily lives. We who teach history find
ourselves reading student papers and historical essays that lack
respect for specificity and chronology, as if they did not matter,
o rn mon L
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as if the relationships that derive from time, sequence, and place
in the past could not possibly be very important in the present
and future.
Lurking in our uneasiness is, I suspect, a yearning for the
return of What was known in nineteenth-century institutions of
higher education as "the whole man;" a desire to recapture that

wholeness and completeness; the comprehensiveness and
symmetry, that once characterizea -(or was thoughtto) a college
education. Now, there is nothing wrong with a bit of nostalgia in
one's life, but it can be a very troublesome guide to the future
Unlike history, which may lead a student to an understanding of
tragedy as a human condition, nostalgia is pure romance. As
much as we might wish, therefore, that today's graduate might

go out into the world with those qualities of character and
culture that denoted the whole man of the classical course of
study, a few words of caution are in order.
In the nineteenth century the philosophers and guardians
of the concept of the whole manI fear that there were not yet

any whole women -- described his antithesis as fiends; vile
creatures, eviscerated grinning skeletons; mere fractions of
men. It is actually such alternatives to the generally educated
man and woman that we have in mind when we deplore the
disarray and fragmentation that have overtaken the curriculum
in the past MO years; Our language is less colorful, but we know
that we are haunted by the fcdr, and soz..etimes the evidence,
that, instead of turning out educated men and women, we may
be casting loose on society generations of barbarians. Before we
are done in by our fears, howNer; let us take a i.)ok az th3:

It is true that he did not possess sufficient knowledge or
understanding of ...iything in particular that would have allowed him to be considered narrowly expert, or unbalanced. He
Lrritdse arid Traditions
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could not be judged by his_usefUlness; because he did net know
cnough about a nythi ngito be usefill. And he was utte:.!y lacking

ir the resourcesthe skepticism, respect for the accidental, the
the sense of ambiguity, contradiction, and paradox
that informed and supported intellectual power.
The whole man was not judged by what he knew (the old
the
curriculum did not really allow him to know very m
sciences, history, the social studies, literature_since the ancients

art, music; the modern languages made their way into the
equipment of an educated person as beneficiaries of the elective
system tha t destroyed the old curriculum). But if the whole man
was notiio be judged by his knowledge, there was no question
about whether he could be judged by his culture and character.
The ultimate test of the educated man, of the whole man, was
not whether he was informed or whether he was bright, but
whether he was good.
Yet, as you and I know; it is not enough to be good: The

trouble with_ the whole man was that he was so thoroughly
indoctrinated in the beliefs and spirit of the Puritan tradition
that he himself was at war with tlw compelling movements of
the time--material progress id _political democracy. His belief
in an educated class of standardbearers of culture, taste, and
morality, of which he was a representative, rested on I he assurances provided him by his Calvinist faith, the aut ,ri.y of an,
classical

urriculum, and lccess to the professions and good

society p:.vided by the baccalaureate degree.
All that changed, and_ that is why imagination lid great
energies seem to be engaged in an endless quest for a curriculum
that; while acknowledging the change, will provide direction
.

and opportunities appropriate to the perceived needs of the
individual and society. It is not necessary to recapitulate the
entire history of American higher education in order to underC 0 PH 1/1 On Lea?
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stand that the, local; regional, and national elites fashioned by
the hineteenth-century colleges and universities were elites
quite different from those being developed on our campuses
today and light years in distance of purpose and style ft-OM the
mass enrolhr -rits that now account so much for What a college
education is. Nor is it necessary to hanker after the return of
that earlier elite, with all of its weaknesses, in order to admit
that we all would be better off if somehow we could capture
some of its beuer qualities and purposes and transfer them to the
future.
If we cannot reverse history, howex er, surely we can try to
understand why we as a people are where we are today Looking
back at the century just passed and forward to the decades ahead,
assessing the accelerating cha:tges that_beset the Modern World,

Henry Adams, in the final pages of his celebrated Edziaition
came to the urgent conclusion that "thus far, since five or ten
thousand years, the mind had successfully reacted, and nOthing
yet proved that it would fail to react but it would need to
lump."' Adams's tribute to intellectual power and authority
says something about what happened to the whole man and the
class of which heiwas a part; to the clients and supports of the old
curriculum. Their minds reacted, but they faih
) jump. Their

values were sound; indeed, they were very good Men; but they
essentially constituted the core of local, regional, and national
aristocracic, t hat were in process of decline and displacement,
bin shuntec! aside by vigorous generations of democraricaNy

recruitd ani materialistically motivated young men and
wor11"n, eager to proue their useuiness o society, to solve its
problem';, and lead their professions in the application of know!:
edge and power A meritocracy was in the making.
If in these candidates for a meritocratic elite we recognize
young men and women for whom we would provide a common

I
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karning, perhaps also we will be Prep-a-red to distinguish them
and their predecessors in othe-r- WaYs as well. For, however ready
I may be to fault the Whble man for his shallowness and
i-shnes, I AM equally
intellectual WeakneSs, even for hi
certain that he Was secure in his know:edge of himself, that his
cunictilar and eXtracurricular experiences provided him with
many ciiiiirtibn ave'lues of access to an understanding Of the
Meaning bf being human, encouraging him to take stock of who
he WaS, where he came from, what he sthod thr, where he was
going. I do tibt believe that the same is- irtie of the yo,.r.g men
and women who fill our colleg- es- a- nd Universities today, who are
being prepared to assUrrie- POSifiOnS of leadership in our society

and, on Hem* Adains'5 terms; to meet the challenges of our
time riot by rOUniie i-c.. :xi but with great lcaps of intellectual
and moral imagination.
They May be preoccupied with self in a superficial way; in
vaiidus he,' inistic gratifications, in sex, in all thi ndless running and jogging that will some day be a source of wonderment

And bewilderment to historians attemPfing to understand our
culture. But they are essentially in too greatia hurry to be oh
their way, too impatient to of Under their belts_the soon:to-be
outdated technical knowledge essential to their material ad=
vancement, tO have time and interest enough to search out their
be-artS_ a- nd Souls and psyches and the influences that have
shaped theih for the most important information of all: WhO
am I? Why arin I? Where did I come from? Where am I going?
TO recbver the central importance of these questions for the
Curriculum and for the health of society is the- great challenge
that confronts those who are burderiL With responsibility kr
the course of study Knowledge, POWer,_utilitythese are easily
imparted and eagerlY SOUght, but unless they are applied by
men and WOMen whO both understand their own uniqueness
62
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and comprehend the bonds that unite them, society will indeed
be at the dispoSal of well-trained barbarians, knowledgeable
technicians lacking the Most essential knowledge of all.

young man of my aCquaintance startled me
recently with his complaint that his college education ws mired
in the past, characterized by a nodding re-cognition of ti:e pres-

ent and a total disregard of the future. His description was so
contrary to my own understanding that I was forced to explore
the reasons that oUr :perceptions were go fAr apart. It is altogether too easy td blartie all of our discnni .r. ts on television,
but I am usually willing tO begin there. Tn
Nay have I been
educated by a television set; but
a very long tittle
since I have had a student of whoin
saM( might be said. My
guess is that whatever we do in Class, WhateN er We read, what-

ever our purpose, appears to the ybung td be Mired in the past
because it lacks the immediacy, the freshrieSs, the breathlessne5,

and drama of even the tamest of televiSion programs. A
dent's sense df time is- riot shaped by a grasp of the moving orcc

of change, both sloW and Sudden, both predictable and unexpected, but by the accumulated :intruction in the Meaning of
time that bit by bit is _iiiiparted bY disconnected, unexplained,
superficially organized informatiOn that has but a momentary
life of its own. Everything is impermanen:, fleeting.
In contrast, whatever may be happening in class appears
heavy,. substantialin the past, as it were, even though ,iothin
of a historical nature or understanding may be gbing on at all:
There is no reason why a program called "Today" should be
about "Yesterday;" but aS an instrument for clarifying change,
explaining relationships, developing an understanding of conHeritase and Irodulons

i7;.1

tinuity and discontinuity in history it is altogether subversive.
Television does_ not intend to be subversive, but because, in
Emerson's words; mankind is as lazy as it dares to be, television
is a powerful force for encouraging passivity instead of vitality,
acquiescence instead of questioning, simplicity instead of complexity It poses as authority in matters about which its knowledge and understanding are at best elementary It doesn't have
the time for time.
To such influences I attribute some; but certainly not all, of
my young acquaintance's misperceptions. If he doesn't know
that he was studying_the future, whatever else was happening,
some of the responsibility must lie with himself, some with his
instructors; for any classroom of young people is the future;
and if that very obvious connection remains a secret, then what
indeed is being studied is a matter of some mystery. Neither the
past nor the present nor the future is delivered to our comprehension by itself alone. Indeed, history the inquiry into
what h s gone beforeopens the way to the future by enabling
us to understand the past as a "key to the understanding of the
present." John Donne's admonition presses on us: "No man is

an island; entire of itself.

Evervman is a piece oi the

continent; a part of the main." In te very same sense;
eillailcioaltd from the pest,
is of the present alone; he is
nor free of a future that has not
Yet, so complicated a view of nia, is pu/iariv contrary to
the ethos that has ini 31 med and shaped :American culturc. J is
possible to argue that history belongs in _'%; z.:-.1nrnon .urriculum, and in the course of my remarks I intend to suggest
some not particularly original reasons why indeed it should be,
bLit at the very beginning it is important to understand that, as a
people, we have oft lived, thought, and acted as if the past
were dispensable:
I: MO
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I doubt if we can overestimate the significimce of the
origins and development of this country as a nation of immigrants and the role of that experience in shaping our view of the
past. As an environment for new beginnings, the New World

then the Colonies; and finally the United States have callcd
forth the energies and aspirations of men and women most
ready and willing to uproot themselves, to discard the past, and
to create for themselves new identities. Painful and difficult as
these experiences may have been, they involved a rejectic -1 of

the past, a not always acknowledged insistence that all that
mattered had not yet happened. During his travels in the United
States in the 1830s Alexis de Tocqueville was filled with amazement by lie abandon with w,hich Americans thrust upon him
doz-uments, stale papers, anti other material that belonged in
safekeeping in national or other appropnate arch.vt:'s. But ex
Americans; much to Tocqueville's astonishment, were literally
throwing the past away
Not only did immigrants throw out their pasts as so much
unwanted baggage, but the impulses to conformity in a demo-

xiety and the stress on acculturation and assimilation
tended to eliminate diversity, complexity, and ethnicity in favor
of a bland and simple version of the past. For a very long time

ihe past was served up as a succession of good Puritans; bad
Indians, adventurous self-made men like Benjamin
Daniel Boone; and Thomas Edison, and whether one was nlack
or white, man or woman, rich or poor, this was the only po.st OPP

was asked to share or understand.

History has also been handicapped as an instrument of
human understanding in the United States because the national
culture has celebrated the importance of individualism, mobility, achieving, successthose qualities and e)-: eriences that are
destructive of time and place and that substitute movement for
Heritaxe arid Iradltions

stability. In America, it has often seemed, both for the individual and society itself, -!::at nothing is stationary long enough
to have a past. I am reminded of the Nevv Thiker who; asked by a
stranger whether thi:s was Pak Avenue, rephed: "It used to be."
Impermanence is onc' rnessage that our self-destruction of cities
delivers. but another is a contempt for heritage, continuity, and
tradition
ioreover, the cult of informality and the thrust of equalitarianism, as appropriate and understandable as they may be in
a_ democratic society are hostile to the institutions, practices,
classes;:traditions, and forms that support, inforir and define a
sense of history On an American college campus, an5 ching that
happens two years in a row is called a traditiOn ; almost anything
that happens three years is not likely to happen a fourth;
A pervasive innocence, both attractive and annoying; once
held most Americans in its grasp. Compounded of an enduring

faith in God and in nature's bounty and a simple belief ih
unassisted human effort, it confronted the future with an easy
optimism, unburdened by the past or much of anything that

might have been learned from it. This, too, is one of the
ingredients in shaping an environment that puts history out of
Mind; at a diSadvantage in shaping American character and
culture and in enabling the ArneriCan PeOPle to take charge of
their world.
It may have been comforting in the nineteenth century for
Americans f:o believe that Gbd protected them from foreign
invpsion, but what most clearly sustained American independence was British foreign policy, the B ritish navy, the preoccupa-

tion of continental powers with national rivalries, and the then
state of technology. History is not a substitute for prayer, but
surely is a reminder, as one historian has pointed out, that

man shoild not "count on miracles."2 History introduces a
66
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tragic sense where the innocent, the uninformed, would prefer
not to be reminded of the ambiguities, incongruities, paradoxes,
and complexities that inform our lives. History's job has been to
remind us that indeed there was a serpent in Eden, but surely
one purpose of the United States has been to deny it.

istory is not more or less bunk." It is a way of
looking at things, a source of understanding, an important
access to both self and society. If fol: many years Americans
could choose to deny its relevance to thei- lives or impatiently
disregard it, nonetheless the past is still there; still accessible;
still in waiting; and a whole new set of circumstances suggest
that there are new imperatives for establishing history firmly in
the shared experience we call "common learning." The relentless course of equalitarianism in the United States has in recent
years; at an accelerating pacei encouraged access to opportuniT
ties long denied to women, and to great numbers of blacks and

other minorities. The pace and structure of urban life and
industrial employment, in combination with the tentativeness
of identity in an open society, have permeated our lives with
loneliness. Man walks on the moon, satellites provide instant
global communication, the world shrinks. Africa and Asia, once

the target of Wesiern missionaries; are emerging as great
centers of power and promise in the contemporary wora
S,mehow in order to live in the world of dynamic change; we

must take possession of it; not literally, not physically, bi..a
psychologically and philosophically. We must impose some kind

of intellectual mastery in order to make life manag?able and

comprehensible. As the English historian E. H. Girt- has
11erita;c and Tradition
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pointed out, just as Europel is not a fact but a hypothesis that
makes life intelligible, so history is not iv- accumulation of
discrete facts; but a search for generalizations; a testing of
hypotheses, an inquiry into the nature of causation in an effort
to make human existence understandable.3 1/4o need to know
how we got where we are in order to know where we are. We
need to know where we are in order to deal effectively with the
divisiveness, aspirations, tensions, and cross currents that are

let loose by the events and movements that challenge and
unsettle the comfortable certainties of time past. History allows
man to understand his environment so that he may act upon it

in a manner consistent with his knowledge and his sense of
values. And; finally, the very equalitarian style that treats
history as expendable creates conditioris that make a sense of
history essential to our psychological comfort.
History does not repeat itself, but the admonition that he

who does not understand the past is condemned to repeat its
mistakes constitutes one element in the case that can be made
for historical study as an essential aspect of general learning.
The astuteness with which Franklin Roosevelt and his advisers
studied Woodrow Wilson's failure to enlist American support
for the League of Nations is one reason that the Unitcd Nations
was 5uccessful1y launche'l upon a hopeful world in 1945.
Historical study; by incorporating the accident; paradox,
mystery, and uncertainty into an understanding of causation;
encourages a recognition of both the limits and the possibilities
of human action. It promotes the wisdom that knows both what

can be done and what cannot be done and is thus a powerful
instrument for the application and conservation of intellectual
energy.

A sense of the traditions and inheritance that shape our
environment; an understanding of the cond. .ons that have
(18
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been delivered by the past to the present, necessarily inform the

human intelligence as it takes the measures of the competing
claims of inevitability and human initiative in human affairs.
No one can study the presideiitiai years of Abraham Lincoln
without being impressed by how greatly he was both controlled
by events and, in turn; controlled events; and how sensitively
he understood the limits within which he was free to act if he
would hold to his paramount purpose of saving the Union:
Lincoln was possessed of a magnificent sense of history.
Now, a sense of history may lead to disenchantment. For it
takes off the wraps, it tenderly removes illusions. To discover
that Abraham Lincoln was theGreat Emancipator less by choice
than by necessity reluctantly rather than purposefully, may

remove some of the brightness from his halo, but it also
strengthens our, knowledge of the priorities, complexities, and

uncertainties with which he dealt We watch him acting in
history, not in Heaven where we have assigned him, and thus
learn something of the limits and the opportunities that shape
our individual prospects.
If history is one of the ingredients that provide a kind of
social glue; an adhesiveness that helps to keep us from flying
apart into a mass of uncontrolled individual atoms, it is also the
stuff that informs a sense of silf; that clarifies our own particular
histories; and that shapes the contemplation and self-discovery
that underwrites individual identity. And while the admonition;
"Know thyself," may at first a?pear to be self-centered; even
narcissistic, hostile to social need and 7urpose, a brief moment
of consideration will suggest that indi
als secure in their own
identities are a necessary support for a gociety secure in its own.
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o say all this, however, is not to say what must be
in an educational experience that falls under the rubric, "Corn-

inn .1 Learning.- It is seductively simple to thinK th,t it

is

possible to reach agreement on which key events, outstanding
individuals, d,rnamic ideas. pervasive values; which achievemcnts of the past, indeed which disasters, which riddles, which
traditions most deserve inclusion in the educational experience
of all people: There is something wonderfully appealing about
the circumstances of not much more than a hundred years ago
when Presidenti Eliot approached Henry Adams with a request
that he join the Harvard faculty to teach history As Adams tells
it, "The two full Professors of History. .. could not cover the
ground. Between Gurney's classical anuses and Torrey's mod.

ern ones, lay a gap of a thousand years, which Adams was
expected to fill."4 Imagine! A three-man department to teach all
the history there was. Ido not exaggerate the confidence nor the
naivete of that earlier day Listen to Lord Acton, preparing the
prospectus for the multi-volume Cambridge Modern History of
which he was to be the editor: ". Now that all information is

within reach, and every problem has become capabl: of solu-

tion."5 It is tempting to wish ourselves back in those selfconfident times, but the temptation must be avoided. They were

more certain, but we are wiser. We know that we must make
choices, be selective, guard against our biases and assumptions,
unleash and yet be wary of our imaginations and intuitions, and

reach interpretations that will serve us as best they can as we
clarify and comprehend our universe.
That is a large order. Fortunately experience; history indeed; can give usisome guidance in such matters;_ for there ha ze

been three notable models for incorporating history into a
program in general learning. The first, developed at Colurnha
ther World War I and echoed at Harvard after World WE: II,
70
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used history as an instrument for imparting right values. At
Columbia, one purpose was the acculturation of an increasingly
Jewish clientele, another was providing a corrective for radical
understartei,
f the past. At Harvard; a more general concern
over thr
;logical thrust of American society and fear of an
Id inadequately trained democracy led to the pre-

snption of history as a social bonding agent. The ColumbiaHarvard model, as Professor David Potts has pointed out, used
different materials
Columbia, its Western Civilization
course; Harvard, a cluster of history-dominated electives to
advance the purpose of value indoctrination.
Another model; developed at the University of Chicago in
the 1930s and elaborated on at Union College in the 1970S, iS
essentially more cerebral; less concerned with value formation

than with modes of thought and inquiry that inform the
development of what might be defined as an intellectual style. In
this model, hiscory joins the sodal sciences in providing perspectives in comparative culture, insights into the role of institutions
in human behavior, and similar experiences in the application of

reason to enduring human questions and problems.

The third modd is in the process of developrnent at
Harvard under the leadership of Dean Henry Rosovsky Fon
while mudi about the Harvard reforms has been blown beyond
understanding by the press; Harvard's definition of :tory as
one of five major approaches to knowledge gives history a
justification beyond the concern with values or social science
-nt Harvard model,
that shaped tl- c -her models. In th
arc not necessarily
values and the iinkage with social s:
absent, but neither are they determ.aing. Harvard does not
propose with its history requirement to graduate either better
.

men and women or brighter men and women, but it does expect
to pripir: a 6eneration of graduates who can read a newspaper
Fier!, ige arid h a(htions

vith greater understanding and with a greater sense of the
complexity of the events that have shaped man's past.

At a session of the American Historical Association's
annual meetings in San Frandsco in 1978 a group of historians
addressed the question: "Is History an essential part_ of programs for general education ?" As Professor _Pots; a*or of the
principal paper on that occasion; pointed out; general education
has interested historians less as an historical _or educational
question than asi a matter of campus politics_ and course en rollmcnts, but he also_suggested that "the plight of history as an
academic discipline" might now direct practitioners of history to
a serious consideration of the relationships of history, the liberal

arts, and higher education at a time when all three are beleaguered. Furthermore, he suggested_ that there exists an
oppr-_urity to_ link Harvard's use of history as an approach to
knowledge with the concern of earliff modds with values and
rational social science: Because the historical method is both
more and less than scientific; possessing_a point-of-yiew; neces7
sarily leaping ftom _the known to the unknown; from what was
to What must haveibeen it relies on intuition; imagination; the

mystery of what it means to be hume.n. It; in the words of
Douglas Sloan of Columbia, reco,!nizes tlie emotions, the will;
and intuition, bringing tugetht 't,cientific insight, artistic
insight, and moral -;ight.6
effect
Professor Potts ably
argued, "history ia disipline to help restore ...
la j baknced humm
perspedIve through programs of general education. 7
How that balanced perspective is to be rcdainwd is beyond
our immediatc icsponsibility but _it is _obvious that the task
bdongs to the schools as_well as to the colkges and universities,
and_ that in theiabsence of any great sense a urgency among the
professors it wiil require extraordinary exhausting; courageous
.
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leadetship from academic administrators. I do not doubt that a
huManiStic reclaination movement is already under way but I
do believe that it would be a mistake to assume that there is only
One way or onlv a half dozen ways to resocialize and rehumanize
the AmeriOn college graduate. In recognizing ,:z : ailment;
however, sutely we are well on our way to discove

n he Cure.

NOTES
1. Samuels; Ernest (Ed.) The Educatioit of Iit'itty AdiiiitS BOStiin, FiOughCon Mifflin, 1974) p: 498:
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Education ? Answers Past and Present, pp. 3-4. Xerox copy of a paper

delivered at the annual Meeting of the Arnerican I iit;toricJ Association; San
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CHAPTER FOUR

V Luch of the rhetoric used by adv-)cates of n-lore
general edneation for citizens is echoed by ,--Toponent.,; of an
edticatiOn designed to produce generail informed managers in

our business organizrtions. Indeeit a recent prize-winning
essay Lin_ the Harvard I siness Review placed much of the reSpOnSibility for Amer,a's decaying productiviiy on the many
narrowly trained experts serving as corporate chief executives.
If the need for generalist perspectives is _as widespread and
serious as that indictment suggests; we might well wonder why
thci4e who advance thei ease for less specialized prepa-ation of
citizentl, and, particularly, of business managers fail so signally
to have impact.
-erns
' the aii-sWer lies ih the reward
A signific2
iniAmerican society and in our
institutionalize
:Ag degree, they all reward nail,
zations; To an as;A
'

than broad perspectives. Iii business organizations :it('
the entry level. Candidates are
toward specialintion starts
selected more fui special s. than_for general capacity. The
MBA degree is currently highly desired by students as
employers; specialized MBAs are sought as if the ordinary
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MBA v, ere not already s

iz(..d enough. Performance meas-

ures for employees are p:,,narily short-term, favoring those
who can readily attack closely defined problems withoUi neeessary reference t, -.he fate of the whole org2nization.
In most organizations, much of the real power is held by
functions rather than individuals, and most furmal
mechanisms reinforce functional specialization. For
gara-

zation, the reason is simple: why train people for work about
which they lack knowledge When already-trained people exist?
After all, every corporate "investinent'' needs to generate an
appropriate "return." Such is the message of human capital
theory The consequence is t'
vh en organizations' look for
trulY gcneral managers, there are none to be found. The nearest
equivalent, it appears, is an executive acquired from another
organization.
Similar pressures for specialization are found in the elaboration of the ;del of the professional, a description once reserved for those engaged in a very few special fieldsmedidne,
_

ljw, architectureand now used by nearl_y everyone. The word
ha5 now become little more than a label that (FonVeYS a sense of
status and privilege to any sort of work and any sort Of Worker.
Eve, .vi;-hin the professiont-, further specialization clunts sig-

nificantl,' Me.il tpecialists earn more than generali ts. In
fact, untL

ates for anv

g...11-.raists were not even accepted as associ-

ti._ City of Boston, which, by most

ire

.-ndards, is the premier medical science and training center in
Lne world

These tendelicies to ,ccaliie become still greater when, as
now, the ec:)notny is weak. All the advantages in_job markets,
both outsick and inside organizations, accrue to specialists and
"professionals." Anyone unfortunate enough to be a generalist
youraged to retrain. F6r t7xample, Ph.D.s in Comparative
_
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hterature or language are returning _to s-c-hO6l for MBAs. ACsiPce the value of a c6llege or liberal arts education is also
dropping as it becomeS leSs distinguishing and, probably, less
substantive as well; if iS riot even possible to gain nonspecialist
advaneed degrees. What study is aVailable for one who wants a
doctorate in broad knOWledge and perspective, and an increased
capacity to recogniZe patterns and useful links among disparate

areaS? If we reaLy want to promote the idea of "general"
eduCation, we ifeed to make real opportunitieS and reinforcing
reward, available Rhetoric must be MatChed bY lns:iturionai
and organizational realifies,
Despite the aberiCe Of Mechanisms encouraging common
learning a-c-rOs-s- fields-, the necd tor them is as great as ever
perhaps greater yet To Understand and manage contemporafy
organizations or societies Whose institutions are largely rooted
in such organizations; One must be able to see beyond individuals or discrete actS.
In the ti.iody of organizations and institutions-, fhere is a
5hift away from the ussumptions of individualis-tn, WhiCh I have
bed else.,,i'here as the voluntaristic Model. The voluntaristic
.!,;
these assumptions:
itions and individuals can operate as closed systems, controlling wiatever iS needed for their operatirx.. They can be understood on their ov. terms, according to their internal dynarnicS,
v-ithout much reference to factors in their environment, their location

in a hrger social structure, or tileir hnks to other organization or
individu-!,:

2. Such socii actors, whether coilective_or individual, have rdafivdy
free choice, limit, I nly by their own abdities. But since there
consensus about how and toward what ends social actor shoeY
operate, there is clarity and singularity di purpose.
,imate actoT. PrObkrnS
I The individual is the ultimate unit and th

11cmporary Orsant:,uiort.
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in social life therefore stem from individual characteristics o1 three
londs: failures of wilL or ...adequate motivation; incompetence; or
differences in talent; and greed, or the willful pursuit of self-interest.
There is little need to look beyond individual characteristics, abilities,
or motives to understand why the coordinated social activities we call
ins,..tutional patterns do not always produce )cial goods.
4. Differentiation Lof the activitie -if social actors is not only possible
but necessary, and coordination will largely take care of itself.
dalization is desirable; both for individuals and organizations, and
neither shouH be asked to go beyond their primary purposes (Thus;
in Milton E.riedman's terms, corporations should pursue only profits
arid forget about social responsibilities.) As a corollary, it is not
-ry ior specialized individuals or organizations to know much
the actE of others in dinerent areas. Coordination is itself a
specialty, and the coordinators (whether they be markets, managers,
or integrating disciplines) will ensure that activities fit together in a
cohcrert and beneficial way.

Of course, many of these assumptions have been under revision
or attack _for many years. The notion of the corporation as an

individual actor writ larse once informed nuch legal thought,
but recently, there has been increasing acknowledgement that
such social organizations are too complex to make the a vialogy to

an individual appropriate Beginning in the 1960s the a(:ademic
study of organizauons; as well as managerial practic, inoved
av a fri fn closed-system assumpnons especially .?.s it became
incre ingiy clear that organizations a highly dependent upon

and sometimes shaped by turbulerv and uncertain environments. Trac;ng sociai problems back to individual characteristics

has simiarly been challenged, and neither "blame the victim"
nor "blame the leader" arguments have ibeen nearly as prominent in American social thought over the last few decades a
previously. Consensus about the proper conduct of social :ors
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and the proper ends of institutions, if it ever existed, has been
undermined by events. It is no longer POSSible to talk about the
American family or the American wmmunity, for example, as
though there were ardY One type rather than a iVerse and
pluralistic grotiP in tOday's view _organizational goaliR are not
"nattiral" and "_ given" btit the result of an organizanon's "dominant coalitiOn" formed by a bargaining process that favors some
interests over others.

Voluntaristic Models themselves arise under certain predictable social circumstances. These situations indude economic
ekpanMbn, where opportunity and pOWer Seein limitless, and
where it thus appears that onlY indhidUal limitatiGns can prevent success. They_ include circumstances in which one's ds,Vn
social group is döniinant over forces in the environment, and is
able iö Co-nit-61 itS ad-iVities by predicting and therefore mastering all of the den-kith needed to operate. Furthermore, in such

times, opposing forCes Or groups are unorganized, unactivated,
or quiescetit. The environment is stable rather than turbulf nt,
permi:ting the illusion that differences in the effectiveness of
individuals or organizations is based largelV tin the quality of

their own decisions. This is an ilkiSiOn_ beCate ander these
circumstances it is difficult to see the cOnditions in the OriViron:
ment that make suCh Success possible; they are sb predictable
granted that_they retreat into the backg;- ound.
and So
ConSenSUS aPpears natural because clear challenging groups
nave not a 4sen.

Most of these conditions no longer apply to American
-;rnsOciety. Despite periodic longings for the establishInent
ple and bounded "perfect communities," tEt couk_ vc
ally but hieaff f om the outside and_ Operate cc
thanically, Americans must reCOUCile theniselves to a world that
is contradictory aA pUZzling father than orderly and con=
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trolled. N6 ihgle sOcial group or set of organizations dominates, and America no longer controls those who supply the
resources it needs to carry out its activities. Fven the best leader
may not be able to control an Organization, or accorniish all of
its objectives, in a turbulent environment in which the organiiatiOn'S SUccess may depend less on it awn decisions than on
decisions made elsewhere and by others.
Knowledge of resource limits and a 3eemingly unmanage-

able economy have, however; brought back another kind of
voluntaristic or individualistic thinking; another predictable response to such circumstances. Groups at the top of the hierarchy
favor individualism as a way to consolidate their positions and
reduce competition. If individuals are assumed to get wh they
deSerVe, indi vendently from larger patte-ns and larger forces in
social life, then those at the top can
what the3 have.
It is dOUbtful, however, that this kind of self-interest-based
individualism can prevail against the increasirg owa.:-_ness of
institutional and organi noal interdependence in a complox
and tUrbillent world. In mi:ny companies; corporate leaders
increasingly recognize the need to move beyond th'7 assumption
that suctes is due to individual deal-making and to-, ard the

management and manipulation of the system in its environnitental contet.
To demonstrate the need to focus on, and learn about, the
itifere6iineetiOns, between areas of knowledge that beai
ocial
inStittitions, 166k at two phenomena that challenge individualis-

tic bi- yolUht2-istic assumptions: first, the patterned nature of
OrgariizatiOnal lifethe shaping of seemingly indival acts by
location of individuals in that pattern ; and second, the
rec
rLD:C of itititutiOns
the inability to guaramee that
organization do just what they are designed !0 do, or that they
will change when asked.
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6 say that individual acts are shaped or n-Ircerned

bY lbfiöii 'ii a social structure is not to deny the active
htirnan beings iri constructing or shaping their respon:-.0 r.
drain istances However, it does indicate that people are hr
by their thci6; thcv respond not to an endless array of po...:
ties but rither to the choices at hand. In essence; this perspeete. i
alk) holds that individual motives or ,cemingly individually
based problems cannOt be Under-Stood apart from social arcurii:
stances and the ini-eicOnnections between different parts of the
!;ystern.

For eXaMple, family life is supposedly the bastion of indidualisin -Mike it iS the individual' retreat from public life. Yet;
aS Many recent authors have pointed out, family life is shaped
arid patterned by its connections to the economic system: The
decisions; strategies, and activities of economic organizations
affect the nature of fa. nly life, th-Ough variables that link both
systems: rime and scheduling, reWards and resources, occupa=
tional cultures,_ and the eindrional climate at work.
The arnOiint Ot time demand, -I by occuNtiOris ond the
tiining of Occupational events in organizatioris are among thP
most obviOus and importarv- ways these systems ;nteract. Family eVerits aid routines are usually built around work rhythms;
and inikh Of the tirni;.g of ,Nents in the society ,s a whole is
prediCated on assurnpt:ons about e.c., hours; day..., and months
the
Kole 7 r e most likely to be working or riot working
a!location of their energy across- time and social space. The
income generated by membership in economic organizatidn
not only deterinines life-style and consumption leVel ih lather

predietable WaYs; but also helps to determine the telanve resOlit-CeS Over which each family member hac initial control.
Pei-- and dorninance in families is thus shaped by the member5hips that individualS in those families have in other organiCoqlemporat
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zations and the resources they can bring into theit families.
Furthermore, idles in these extra
organizations, and
especially in econoMie OtganiiatieliS, provide a culture or a
world view that affects the decisions people make in their
families. Marriage trends, child reari.ig_pr.:ctices, and family
vdues ah vary across families with in:'vnbers' occupational and
economic membe..ships. And finally, people's emotional states
directly carry responses to one institp.* n to another. Unpleas-

ant, frustrating jobs are re"ted to family tension.
Location inside organizations also affects individual behaviors and motivations. People in situations with great opportun,

for future PtOgréss exhibit patterns very diffetent from
thost- in low-oppoittMity situations:_ they have higher aspira:
tions, greater self-confidence
self-esteem, greater attachment to IA.
lower rates Of turnover and disengagement, more
task-oriented relationships, an active sense that they are in
charge of events rather than controlled by them, a dispositiOn to
prepare for the future more consistently, and a positive feeling

ahout their ability. Location in poitiOns of adVarrge
po5Itions With mobility prospects, jobs that can be enlarged, and
chances for greater future gainsor disadvantage, seetris to be a
more potent exPlanafiOn for the lesser economic success of
women or memberS Of minonty groupsithan individual characteristics. To the extent that selection and tracking systems exist
not only in employing organizations but also in organizations
preparing people for jobs, the patterned assignment of women
andi minorities to low-opportunity situation.; ...c2termines much
of the resulting behavior and motivadon.
Many other aspects of organi2ational behavior have L,een
reanalyied in similar ways. For example, certain well-known
bureaucratic Pathologies, such as leadership styles characterized
by control, overly close supervision, rules mindedness, and

C
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territorial defensiveness are associated with organizational situations rather than individual characteristics. Relative power or

powerlessness is the issue. When people lack the resources
needed to do their job, and when their outward influence is
limited, they feel powerless and tend to turn to control over

others in their own limited domain and to use whatever
weapons theyido possess to assert at least minimal control.
Thus, informed citizens need to learn the limits imposed
on their own and other's actions by the design of organizations
and by institutional interdependencies. This learning also encourages empathy If I were located where you are, I might
feel the same way. It encourages attention to the underlying
sources of problem behavior, rather than to punishment of the
individual. It encourages humility: the knowledge that benefi.
cial circumstances and not just individual superiority may
responsible for success.iAnd, paradoxically; it is also freem
Recognition of the socially patterned nature of conduct permm

tile, person to step aside, review his or her actions, and, by
noting the effect of external forces, gain some mastery of them.
Understanding these larger patterns permits :'e broader society
to remove constraints or add options to encourage constructive
behavior. But change leads to another topic.

ndi idualistic thinking often attributes the recalcitrance of institutionstheir failings, their ill effects, their lack
to
of responsiveness to changing circumstances or demands
the motives or ificom-,etences of individuals. But much of this
recalcitrance comes from the paradoxical nature Of organization themselves. They do not do what they are designed to
Coritemporary Ownitzations
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do; theydonotprovidebenefitswithoutincurringcosts;theydo
not solve one set of problems without creating others; and they
are difficult to change. Interventions in institutional life thems.7'ves create unanb,..ipated consequences. Of course many organizations run smoothly, carry out their purposes effectively,
and provide a surplus of benefits over costs. But it is important
to know how successful organizations differ from those that fail,
to know
,7 the plans of certain organizations do not a!ways
work out
xpected, or why organizations cannot shift course
easily
planations is that organizations have multiple
and
. :on Hict g goals. Official goals and operative goals are
ver dif
nt. E n associations formed for very limited purpos.
ma -cake .1 other purposes as they acquire members.
Ther(
.) guarantee of identity of interest among the
groups with a stake in an organization's operation. It is even
difficult to know when an organization has accor.ip,-1-1,-d the
purpose for which it was designed because it may have so many
purposes for so many people.
The fact that organizations cannot be ratiom: designed
and controlled is illustrated by the substantial literature on
bureaucracy and it5 discontents. For years after Max Weber 's

model of bureaucracy was translated into English, critics
argued that human nature made it impossible ever to Rtaih
Weber 's ideal type. But close examination reveals it is the
very success of bureaucratic mechanisms that leads to many of

the phenoine:ia that undermine bureaucracy
Foi ,:arnple, bureaucracy is based ion delegation and
dificrei

:ion. But the more extensively an organization
Jiffc-fentiate'2, the more likely tension, will arise between
subgroups pursuing their limited ends rather than the goals of
the whole
a phenomenon called 'sliboptimization." Bu84
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rem; .J-acy also requires specialization, but the more the organization develops and relies on specialists, the more likely it
io create what Veblen called "trained incapacity." the inability

for specialists to manage any task outside of their own domain, The better they get at their specialized ability then
perhaps the ' 'ss their ability_to learn anything else requiring a
different style of thought. Further, bureaucracY is based on

calculable ru'es that specify in advance the elements that
enter into performance. To the extent that peopl- rely on the
rules in lieu of judgment, they are likely to suffer rigidity in
the face of change. Yet change is- necessary, since not oil

situations can be speciiied in advance. Impersonal and
me25urable performance criteria; another characteristic of
bureaucratic organizations, tend to produce another unintended consequence: participants can gear their perforniance
to only the minimal acceptable standard, subverting the formal objectives.

Other elyments of bureaucratic organizations have the
same paradoxi:a! results. First, clear lines of authority can
result in ai: :.ibdicati-..n of responsibility at ;ower levels. Second, graded rc,rs in distinct hierarchies can lead to rigidity
in the deployi,:ii.nt of people. Third, segmental participation
conflicts with the human tendency to be a ",.vhole person" and
to invest an orgaiii71,.ional role with more individual identity

than the role
Organizati.)n.. 2flect agreernents on the part of many
different peopit
many different aims and purposes, and
nt soci:d
ften from mc
is. to cooperate fo- the
,

shared objective. The
purpose of attainL
manifest difficulty
erect narrow boundaries
around one slice of humart existence and to suspeno all other
activities, interests, and behavioral tendencies, should not
iporar
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surpnse us. Indeed, it is somewhat surprising that there
should be any Loordinated, icooperative effort in (garizations, and among c. -,inizations in a F :iety_especially in
pluralistic societ,, marked by an emph r. f on individualism:
What is remarkable is not whether the thIng is dOne ell, but
whether it is don:

There are ninierous examples of the extent to which
attempts to control behavior in organizations, or the behavior
of organizations; leads to unintended; if not negative, consequences. To produce quality education; reading test scores of
schools across school systerns are compared: All activity in
th._ classroom is then geared toward_improving %-_.st scores;
and the children learri nO other Subjects. In an attempt to
reward police officers fairly and promote them on the basis Of

productivity, quantitative measurements of performanee

such as the number of arrests, are imposed. Sudden1 est
rates go up with no change in criminal behavior. 0'
the substitution of a single purpose or measur for tL !a, ir,er
values or purposes of the organization is rather benign cornpared to some other unintended consequences; such as pollution, poor employee healtfL or changed family patterns. In

the latter case, one organizationthe federal goverr mmt
has created se;--)us unintended consequences by intervening
into the lives of those in other institutions. For example, in
order to help children N,ho were not in a stable family, aid to
dependent c.iiidren was made contingent
the single status
of ')at-ents As it turned out, this created a disincentive to
ma; V.
Christopher Stone; lawyer, and author of Where the Law

in his examination of the lack of r,mpactiof most iepi
sanctions against co:porations in shaping socially responsil,le
behavior, makes clear that the recaLtrance of organizations is
Etids
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not a matter of individual will or motivation. It cannot bo
resolved by int-posing stiffer fines or by introducing ethics
courses in business sChools: Because of the very complexity,
internal differentiation; rize, and multiple purposes of com
plex organizations, sanctions based on_ iindividualistie assumptions will not work. EkecutiVes would prefer not, to goito
jail, but applying such individual sanctions requires that it be
possible to single out accountable indiViduals.
There are many arguments against imposing such sanctions. First, individujs are dispensable in large-scale Organizations; an organization can usually replace executives more
easily than it can_change direction. The law is only one force
operating on conduct ; .-,ther forces stem from career pressures
and reward structures Assigning the responsibility for appropriate action to individuals; even at the top; ignOresiorganizational communication processes that often screen the fop
from knowledge or information of operat.ons at lower levels.
However, loy er level individuals often are not worth suing or
punishing., Most important, problems often are caused not by

acts of individuals, but by the cumulative and interdetive
results of many different acts or functions, each of which
contributes only_ a piece of _the problem.

The olution is not to rfeat an organization like an :ndivictual, holding over it th threat of later sanctions, but rather
to understand and intervene directly in the decision pro:esses
of the organizr,tion in :ts ngoing operations. Insuring that
organizations conform to sonetal purposes requires that the
desired perspectives are implanted in
core decision processes of the organization. It requires becoming imolved with
the formulation of the patterns themselves, rather than holding accountable individual
hose acts have largely been
shaped by those patterns. The web of tl-:.-tivities comprising
OPiteMpi,711r.LI ()r,01HL:allott,
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institutions th2ir social structures arc beyon ,ither the
view or the grasp of any individual.
The difficulty of guaranteeing that organizations do only
What was intended, no more z itd no less; is in part a function
of the ninterous overt or hidden institutional patterns that
permit :Articular forms of organized cooperative _activity
Social scientists are currently debating the extent of the articulation among all of the institutions of a society. But
whether or not one subscribes to the notion of a unified and
integrated social system,ithe ability of organizations to oper-

ate in particular ways depends on a variety of seemingly
tinrelated decisions made in other institutions that determine
the forms of behavior that are appropriate
SOrrie have argued that; in our society, famil;?s, schools-,
and other related institutions are des;gned to meet the needs
of employing organizations, although they may alSo lithit the
extent to v hich economic organizations can require particular
kinds of behavior from their members. History and culture
as carried by those institutions that socialize the young, affect
the shape of economic and political organizations. We see this
by noting the unique configurations in Japanese companies as
compared to American ones the stress en loyalty, team-

Work, commitment to the company rather than to a job;
wide-spread "lifetime" employment; acceptance of authority;
concern with maintaining status gradations, and the like: We
algo see it in the historiul forces that helped shape the pre-

mier American corr,:ations as social institutions. In the
formative ,,ears of the large industrial corporation, 1890:
1910; the labor pool included a large proportion of relatively
Unskilled migrants from other countries or rural areas who
Were unaccustomed to the discipline of industrial work and
Maintained an attachment to places of origirL Turnover and
88
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labor conflict were both eXiensive. Jobs and job hierarchies
were designed with these conditions in sight, thus giving rise
tO the fragmentation and simplificatiOn of tasks and iong,
graded job ladders. Some analysts have argUed, however, that
schools soon took on the role of inclUstrial trainers; more
universal public education filled the needs of einployers for
WOrk-habituated employees. Indeed, in a study of a nursery
School in Ann Arbor, Michigan, I once noted that the school
was training three- and four-year-olds to be comfortable in
bureaucratic organizationS, dubbing the product the "organization chiid."
Thus, some of the seething reCalcitrance of organizations
COmes from the numerous other SoCial institutions with
whiCh they are intertwined. They are boiind by _decisions,
sometimes coordinated and coherent, sometimes idiosyncratic and scattered,_ made in many other places. They are similarly bound by their own histories. Once an organizational

pattern is established, it is difficult to change. Again, the
explanations lie not so MUCh in human nature aS in the nature
of organized social life; Individuals are not naturdly conservat;ve, although people do prefer the known to the unknown.
But social life forces an interest in Stable patterns. CooperatiVe activity itst if is not possible ianleSs people can count on
the stability of structures and behavioral patternS. Indeed, we
i-ely extensively on such patterns without even being aware of

it. These unquestioned expectations permit us to function
without renegotiating every bit of activity that takes place,
and it iS only because Others can be expected to fully honor
these commitments that a COMplex society can do its Work.
Change therefore iequireS; aS a first step, the unraveling
of a network of expectations. Only then is it possible to learn

new patterns that form around the particular act:vity in
Co ntemp0 ra ry Jrz,.:ation.
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question. Even though, in a certain sense, change is 1,L-iquit7

ous in our society, it is also strongly resisted because it
disrupts patterns and expectations, and because some people

who benefit from the status quo may lose ground under
different conditions. An organization's history can be seen in
just this light; as the build-up of a network of expectations
incorporated in structures and patterns that permit people to
function rather automatically:
My own current studies of transformations in American
corporations show how understandabLe it is that the most "progressive" companies ofteni are also tl-e newest and thus least
bound by their own histories (with the exception of a few that
designed themselves to be progressive and innovative from the
beginning). Change in older, established industrics i5 50 difficult
that it may take decades to accomplish. (Of course, change or
institutional recalcitrance also can derive from individual greed

motivation based on current benefitsor from the obvious
difference in how constituent groups view :he desirability of
changel
The last paradoxical charactenstic of organizations is that
solutions themselves give rise to new problems. Benefits do not

come without cost, and those elements or interests that are
suppressed in the service of meeting one limited purpose:will
often emerge later; it is impossible to limit the breadth of
human interests too stringently. Failure to solve problems does
mean dropping out of the game, but successes themselves generate "upside" risks. _For example; companies that do well face
the very difficult problems of managing growth They have to
add and train people quickly without losing their ,3herence.
They may have to commit many scarce resources to one area to

honor the comrnitments that their growth entails. And "success" may even undermine the atmosphere of challenge and
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sacrifice that helped an organization develop and grow. Utopian
coMmunities often lose the devotion of their members as they
becarne affluent because initial commitment was based, in part,
on shared stniggle and the collective excitement it brings.

it is possible to manage organizations effectively, but
this requires balance: for example, balance between enough
stable patterns to function and adequate flexibility in the face of
Change. One necessary ingredient Of the leadership ot America's
"society of organizations" is enhghteninent--conscious aware=
ness Of the paradoxical and patterned nature Of Organizational

life, the interconnxtedness of decisions at many levels and
among Many organizations and institutions. It means seeing
beyond individualism, in a number of senses: seeing beyond
individUal motives and into the difficulties and complexities Of
cooperative activity and seeing beyond the proximate causes ef
individual decisions into the web of institutional relations that
make such individual decisions seem the only ieasonable outcome.

To survive in our complex world society and to steer an
intelligent course via organizations established to serve human
ends, reqiiires "common learning"the ability to see Patterns,
the bility to Understand interconnections and interdePendencies, the ability to place individual acts in context, and the ability
to tolerate the &Ain-lately uncontrollable and fragile nature of
cooperative activity and our vulnerability in the face Of that
fragility.

One simple answer to the question of "Why encourage
broad learning in the social sciences?" is found in Murphy's
Contemporary Orsantzations
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Law: Things i-wver wbrk as planned. The more variables that we

can take info accbunt, then the more can a larger numbei cif
problems be understood, and, ultimately, the more activities can
be designed to work, at least approximately, the k6y the design-

ers of those activitieswe, rhe dtizens and leadersintended.
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NOTE
1. Stone, Christopher 1Vhere the Law Ends: Social Control of Corporate
Beluzvior (New York; Harper iz Row, 1974
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CHAPTER FIVE

lthough science depends upon surprise, only
succeeds when it achieves surprise, and lives off surprise, there

is something intolerable to the scientists themselves about
Sustained, enduring surprise; It is necessary to explain the
thing, Whatever._ away as quickly and flatly aS Possible, and
whenoler gossible in mathematical terms:
The teaching of science_ suffers because of this;
You would expect the physic1st3 and astronomers f.6 spend
their lives goggle=eyed, giggling in public, exploding froth tithe

to time into long peals of laughter at the oddity of the things
they catch glimpses of in nature. The biologists are so frequently flabbergasted these days by the everyday events ih their
laboratories that they should be laughing and crying at the same

time over their instruments. But it is not so. Out come the
papers, one astonishment after another, written in language as
CleariSed Of ambiguity as language can be; as lean and sParing as

strings of words can be made, never hinting at surpriSe; always
laying Out the facts and the best
and as Well the Se Veral
alternative second-best explanations of the fads, as thOUgh
the findings had been the most natural and expected of things.
The new facts can usually be made to fit with at least Some of the

facts at hand, and are. Order in the universe At large is
The NOUial 1116 rid
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preserved, along with order at the innermost,, ben thic depths of
living cells and the infinitely small working parts of the atoin

no matter how many firmly embedded ideas about how the
place works are destroyed by the new bits of information
brought in by scienze. It is a coherent world; we know this in
our bones even though we continue to find in it a complexity
beyond our comprehension. It fits and holds together; this is the
central dogma; and every new scientific observation contributes

sooner or kter to the stability and imperturbability of this
underlying truth. The ways in which it works; the details; are
always a surprise but only transiently: at bottom is the solid idea
of order and coordination, taken for grante& assumed-.
There are two ways to learn about science. Orie the
method used in most of the courses taught in college is to look
at the entire structure as it stands today all fitted neatly together
fact by fact, detail by detail; learn all of the participants by name
and number, see how they fit together, and your mind is home
and dry, in command of science. The second way, which I am

only guessing at because of never having seen it tried, is to
concentrate attention on the weak spots; the things under the
ru& the almost tidy but still intrinsically and unfixably untidiable parts, the unstable soon-to-be-replaced aspects. In short;

the areas of ignorance and the places to station oneself in
anticipation of revolution and revelation, the best seats for the

parade on its way up the avenue with the band playing not
Sousa but the Art of Fugue, one surprise after another.
Scientists like to teach the facts as they firmly stand,
tending to shy away from matters where the available facts
make up only a smattering, even irtore from problems containing conflicting facts; ambiguities and paradoxes. They have a

deep fear of confusing their students, and a latent fear of
cOnfusing themselves. Because the body of scientific knowledge
96
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is, by the very nature of the enterPriSe, Made up of great masses

of reductonist detail, and the masses of detail tend to double
eVery few year5, the teachers of science feel it a hard enough task
to present what they can of the detail withont haVing to cope at
the Same time with speculative aspects of the fielu .
Ii iS at least partly because of this that some Of the brightest

and Most talented of students are turned aWay froM a deep
interest in science in their undergraduate college years. They
are znisled by their classroom experiences into the vieW that
science is nothing but a MaSSive aggregation of small details,
none of them especially intereSting in themselves. Worse, they
gain the impression that almost eVerything that can be learned
is already known ; there are satisfactory eZPlanations at hand for
almost all phenomena in nature; all that is needed is to surround
and digest all the facts and soon, with 6 feW_ Odd details and
anOMalies here and there waiting to be tidied u, the task of
science Will be completed. There are better things tO dO With a
life than to enter a line of work so near its own completion, and
so the students look elsewhere, except for the minority Whd are
Able to perceive the real prOfundity of human ignorance about
nature, and the majority Of Premedical students who diligently
and aggressively study science not for its own sake, not at all for
the fun of it, but as a necessary and Painful rite of passage on the
way to becoming doctors.
Indeed, the premedical students are theffiSelVes_a large part
Of the difficulty in the teaching of science; They believe and

because Of their great numbers the college facultieS tend to
conair that there is a special and specific body of sCientific
knowledge in biology, chemistry, and physics which they intiSt
maSter if they are to be eligible for medical school adMissiOn,
and the curriculum is automatically altered and doctored to meet
this need. There are separate, segregated courses in physics ar '
The Nati4ral World
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chemistry on many campuses that are labdled in the catalogue
as "premedical," and all Soils of offerings in biological sdehee
are put together beCaiiSe Cif a presumed or hoped-for relevance
to medieine If is nO ban being a premedical student these dayS
beeauSe Of the intensify of the competition. The students believe

with justification that they can only become acceptable by
achieving straight A's in aS many science courses as possible,
and, as a corollary by avoiding any nonscience courses in which
there is a risk of not being graded A. They know, from their own
reliable kiurces of gossip, that the medical school admisions
committees will place their application folders in different stacks
depending on their numerical class istanding; and fhey are off

and running in the competitiOn from the first day of the
freshman year. Indeed; MoSt Of them began the combat toWard
medical khOOl in high School, some even in grammar schoOl,

and fhey liVe in the belief that if they fail to get the topmbq
grades their lives Will be destroyed. It is hard to teach science,
harder still to learn about science, in such company with all the
fun taken out of it.
The medical school deans could do a lot to improve college
kiehce if they had a real mind to do so. They could, for instance,

stipulate that there is a genuine minimum requirement for
premedical science, and while no student ShOtild be penalized for

exceeding this minimum out of intellectual interest, no strident
will necessarily be bénefitted by doing so. Another thing that I
wish the deanS WOUld do, alfhough I know as a former dean they

Can't and Won't, but I Wish it anyway: they should kt it be
known that hefieefdith a flied proportion of each entering class
in their MediCal SchciolS Will be recruited from students who
rank in the middle of the class. I confess to some apprehension
fOr the future of my Frofession if its practitioners are exclusively
made up of the top 5 percent grade-achievers and examination98
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takers. I also wish they would abandon, once and for all, the
MCAT examinations, or at least giVe up looking at the scores.
But I digress.

The greatest of all the acconiplishMentS in twentieth:,
century science has been the discovery of htirnan ignorance. We
live, as never before, in puzzlement about nature, the universe,
and ourselves most of all. It is a new experience for the species.

A century ago, after the turbulence caused by Dal win and
Wallace had subsided and the central idea of natural selection
had been grasped and keep-ted, we thought we knew everything
essential about evolution. In the eighteenth century there were
no huge puzzles ; human reason was all you needed for figuring
out the universe. And for Most Of the earlier centuries, the
Church provided both the quesiionS and the answers, neatly
packaged. Now, for the first timt in hiiinan history, we are
catching glimpses of our incomprehensiOn. We can sfill make up
stories to explain the world as we alWays have, bin now the
stories have to be confirmed by experiment and then, once
confirmed, recOnfirmed. This is the scientific method, and
having started on thiS line there can be no aiming back: We are
obliged to grow u0 in skepticism, requiring proofs for every
assertion about nature, and there is no way out except to move
ahead and plug away, hoPing fOr 66mprehension in the future
but living in a condition of iritelleetUal instability for the long
time being.
It is the puzzles that lead to prOgresS, not so much because
the Stilving of a particular puzZle leads directly to a new piece of

understanding, but because the puzzle leads tO iin3ik There 15 a
phenomenon in entomology known as stigifiergy, a term invented by Grassé meaning "to incite to work." When three or
four terinites are collected together in a chamber they wander
about aimlessly, getting nothing in particular done, but when
Thi, Natural World
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more termites are added the situation changes and they begin to
build. It is the presence of other termites, in sufficient numbers

at close quarters, that produces the work: they pick up each
other 's fecal pellets, stack them up in neat columns, and then,
when the columns are precisely the right height they reach
across and turn the perfect arches which form the foundation of
the termitarium. No single termite knows how to do any of this;
but as soon as there are enough of them gathered together, they
become, collectively, flawless architects; sensing their distances
from each other although blind, building an immensely compli-

cated structure with its own air conditioning and humidity
control.

Very little is understood about this kind of collective

behavior. It is out of fashion these days to talk of "superorganisms," as Wheeler once talked, but there simply are not
enough reductionist details in hand to allow the phenomenon of
termites and other social insects to be explained away Some
very good guesses can be made about their chemical signalling
systems; but the plain fact that they exhibit something like a
collective intelligence by simply being in touch with each other
is a mystery; or anyway an unsolved problem, perhaps containing important implications for social life in general.
This is the best example I could think of for an introduction

to biological science in college. It should be taught for its
strangeness, and for the ambiguity of its meaning. It should be
taught to premedical students, who need lessons early on in
their careers about the uncertainties in science.
College students, and for that matter high school students,
should be exposed very early, perhaps at the very outset, to the
big arguments currently going on among the scientists. This is
the best way I can imagine to stimulate their interest, and, with
luck, engage their absorbed attention. Few things in life are as
Camino,' Lea rn us
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absorbing to watch as a good fight between highly trained and
skilled adversaries. But the young students are told very little
about the major disagreements of the day ; they may be taught
something about the arguments between Darwinians and their
opponents a century ago, long since settled, but they do not
realize that similar disputes about other matters, many of them
touching profound issues for our understanding of nature, are
Still going on and; indeed; comprise an essential feature of the
scientific process; There is; I fear; a reluctance on the part of
science teachers to talk about such things; based on the belief
that before students can appreciate what the arguments are
about they must learn and master the details; the "fundamentals." I would be willing to see some experiments along this line;
and I have mind several examples of contemporary doctrinal

dispute in which the drift of the argument can be readily
perceived without the requirement of deep or elaborate kno:, ledge of the subject
There is; for one; the problem of animal awareness. One
school of investigators; devoted to the study of animal behavior,

has it that human beings are unique in the possession of
conscinusness differing from all other creatures in being able to

think things oveL capitalize on past experience; and hazard
informed guesses at the future. Other animals; "lower" (with
possible exceptions made for chimpanzees; whales; and dolphins), cannot do such things with their minds; they live from
moment to moment with brains that are programed to respond
to contingencies in the environment automatically or by conditioning; The behaviorists, in fact, believe that this accounts for
human mental activity as well; although they dislike that word
"mental." On the other side are some ethologists who seem to
me more generous-minded; like Donald Griffin; who see no
compelling reasons to doubt that animals in general are quite
The Natural World
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capable Of real thinking and do quite a lot of it, not as densely as
human thinking because of the lack of language and the reStil-

taM lack of metaphors to help the thought along, but thinking
nonetheless.
The point about this argument is not that one side or the
other is in possession of a more powerful array of convincing
facts; quite the opposite. There are not enough facts to sustain a
genuine debate of any length ; the question of animal awareness
an unsettled one. In the circumstance; I am permitted to put
forward the following notion about a small beetle; the mimosa
gitdler, which undertakes three pieces of linked; sequential
behavior: 1) finding a mimosa tree and climbing up the trunk
and out to the end of a branch, 2) cutting a longitudinal slit and
laying within it five or six eggs, and 3) crawling back on the limb
and girdling it neatly down to the cambium (an 8 to 10 hour task
Of hard labor from which the beetle gains no food for itself, only
the certainty that the branch will promptly die and fall to the
ground in the next brisk wind, and the larvae thus enabled to
hatch and grow in an abundance of dead wood). I propose, in
total confidence that even though I am probably wrong nobody
tbday can prove that I am wrong; that the beetle is not doing
these three things out of blind instinct; like a little machine; Wilt
i5 thinking its way along, just as we would think. The difference
is that we possess enormous brains, crowded all the time with an
infinite number of long thoughts, while the beetle's brain is only

a few strings of neurones connected together in a modest
network; capable therefore of only three tiny thoughts, coming
into consciousness one after the other: find the right ttee, get up

there and lay eggs in a slit, then back up and spend the day
killing the branch so the eggs can hatch; end of message. I would
hot go so far as to try anthropomorphizing the mimosa tree, for

I really do not believe plants have minds at all; but something
/02
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has to be said about the tree's role in this arrangement as a
beneficiary ; mimosas grow for 25 to 30 years and then die;
unless they are vigorously pruned annually; in which case they
can live to be ahundred. The beetle is a piece of good luck for the

tree. but nothing more: an example, if you are collecting such
examples of pure chance working at its best in nature, what you
might even wish to call good nature.

This brings me by chance, to the second example of
unsettlement in biology, currently being rather delicately discussed but not yet really argucd over, fo- there is still only one

orthodoxy and almost no opposition. This is the matter of
chance itself; and the role played by blind chance in the
arrangement ofliving things on the planet; It is, in the orthodox

view; pure luck that evolution brought us to our present
condition; and it might just as well have turne:": out any number
of other, different ways, and might go in any unpredictable way
for the future. There is, of course, nothing chancy about natural
selection itself: it is an inevitable and solid fact that selection will
always favor the advantaged individuals whose genes succeed
best in propagating themselves within a changing environment.
But the cr itures acted upon by natural selection are themselves
there to begin with as the result of chance: mutations (probably
of much more importance during the long period of prokaryotic

microbial life starting nearly 4 billion years ago), the endless
sorting and resorting of genes within chromosomes during
replication; perhaps recombination of genes across species lines

at one time or another, and almost certainly the carrying of
genes by viruses from one creature to another.
The argument comes when you contemplate the whole
biosphere, the conjoined life of the earth. How could it have
turned out to possess such stability and coherence, resembling
as it does a system, a sort of enormous developing embryo; with
The Natu r I Wo rhi
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nothing but chance events to determine its emergence%
Lovelock and Margulis, facing this problem, have proposed the
Gaia Hyp-othesis which proposes in brief that the earth is itself a
form of life, "a complex entity involving the Earth'S biosphere,
atmosphere, oCeanS and soil ; the totality constituting a feedback

or cybernetic systeni Which seeks an optional physiCal _and
chemical envirofirrient for life on this planet." LoVelOCk
postulates, in addition, that "the physical and chemical condition of the surface of the Earth, of the atmosphere, and of the
oceans has been and is actively made fit and comfortable by the
presence of life itself."'
This notion is beginning to stir up a few signs of storm, and
if it CatChes on, as I think it will, we will soon find the biological

communitY split into fuming factions, one side saying that the
evolved biosphere displays evidences of design and Ptir4OSC, the
other decrying SUCh heresy, and I believe the students Should
learn as much as theY Ca'n about the argument. W E Doolittle
has recently_ attacked the Gaia Hypothesis in an essay in
CoEvolution Quaiteil2, asking among other things " . . how
does Gaia know if she is too cold or too hot, and how does she
instruct the biosphere to behave accordingly?" This is not a
deadly criticism in a world Where we do nOt actually understand,
in anything like real detail, hoW even Dr. Doolittle manages the
stabifitY and control of his oVvn internal envirOnMent, including

his body teinperature; one thing is certain: nOne of us can
instruct otir body's systems to make the needed Corrections
beyond a very liMited number of rather trivial tricks Made
possible by biofeedbaCk teChniques. If something goes wrong

with my liver or rhy kidneyS, I have no advice to offer out of ifty
cortex, I rely on the systeM to fix itself, which it usually does
with no help from me beyond crossing my fingers.

The running battle how in progress between the
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sociobiologists and the antisociobiologists is a marvel for students to behold; close up. To observe; in open-mouthed astonishment; at the polarized extremes; one group -A highly
intelligent, beautifully trained; knowledgeable; and imaginative
scientists maintaining that all sorts of behavior, animal and
human, are governed exclusively by genes; and another group
of equally talented scientists saying precisely the opposite and
asserting that all behavior is set and determined by the environment, or by culture, and both sides brawling in the pages of
periodicals like the New York Review of Books, is an educational

experience that no college student should be allowed to miss.
The essential lesson to be learned has nothing to do with the
relative validity of the facts underlying the argument; it is the

argument itself that is the education: we do rot yet know
enough to setae such questions.i
One last example. There is an uncomfortable secret in
biology, not much talked about yet, but beginning at last to
surface. It is, in a way, linked to the observations which underlie
the Gaia Hypothesis. Nature abounds in instances of cooperation and collaboration, partnerships between species. There is a
tendency of living things to join up wheneverjoining is possible.
Accommodation and compromise are more common in interliving than combat and destruction: Given the opportunity and the
proper circumstances; two cells from totally different speciesa
mouse cell and a human cell; for examplewill ftise together to
become a single celh and then the two nuclei will fuse into a
single nucleusi and then the hybrid cell will divide to produce
generations of new cells containing the combined gent:Ines of
both species. Bacteria are indispensable partners in the fixation
of atmospheric nitrogen by plants. The oxygen in our atmosphere is put there, almost in its entirety, by the photosynthetic
chloroplasts in the cells of green plants, and these organelles are
Th., Natural World
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almost certainly the descendants of blue:green algae which
joined up when the Mideated cells of higher plants came into
existence. The mitochondria in all our own cells, and in all other
eukaryotic nucleated cells, WhiCh enable us to use oxygen for
energy, are the direct descendants Of SyMbiotic bacteria. These
are becoming accepted facts, and there is n6 lOnger an agitated
argument over their probable validity but there are no satisfactory explanations for how such amiable and useful arrangements came into being in the first place. Me hod and Hamilton3
have recently reopened the question of cc:Operation in evolution, with a thathematical approach based on game theory (the
Prisoner 's Dilemma game) which permits the theory that one
creature's best strategy, fOr dealing with another, different
creature is to concede and COoperate rather than defect and go it
alone.
This idea can be made to fit with thernathematical justification based on kinship already proposed for explaining altruism
in nature. It is, by the way, an interesting aspect of contemporary biology that true altruism, the giVing avay of something

without return, is incompatible with dogma, even though it
goes on all over the place. Nature, in this respect, keeps breaking
the rules and needs correcting by new ways of doing arithmetic.

There isn't MUch of an argument yet about the human
mind, which is, I supp-aSe, the most formidable and complex of
all the problems in natiire Which confront the human mind. Up

unal just recently we seerti to haVe agreed all around that we
have so little ur.derstanding of hOW our brains work that there's
nothing much to talk about, Much kss, light OVer. But now the
computer scientists have emerged With their huge, terrifying
machines, imitating human calculation and thought, and there
will soon be rancorous debates. The discusSions are still low-key
and polite, since nobody can argue intelligibly with a computer
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scientist except another computer scientist, and they are all too
busy at their consoles to turn their heads. But the day will come,
sooner or later and I hope the college students will be trained in
the jargon; familiar with the hardware, and sitting within close
range of the raised_ voices.
I wrote a couple of essays a few years back on computers, in

which I had a few things to say in opposition to the idea that
machines could be made with what the computer people themselves call Artificial Intelligence;i they always use capital letters
for this technology and refer to it in their technical papers as AI.
I was not fond of the idea and said so, and proceeded to point out
the necessity for error in the working of the human mind, which

I thought made it different from the computer. In response, I
received a great deal of mail, most of it gently remonstrative,
but friendly (the worst kind of mail to get on days when things
aren't going well anyway) pointing out to me in the simplest
language how wrong indeed I was: Comput?rs do proceed, of
course;iby the_ method of trial and error. The whole technology

is based on this can work in no other way
One of the things I have always disliked about computers is
that they are personally humiliating. They do resemble, despite

my wish for it to be otherwise, the operations of the human
mind. There are differences, but the Artificial Intelligence
people, with their vast and clever computers, have come far
enough along to make it clear that the machines behave like
thinking machines. If they are right, the thing to worry about is

not that they will ulfirnately be making electronic minds
superior to ours, but that already ours are so inferior to theirs
[mine anyway]. I have never heard of a computer; even a simple
one; as dedicated to the deliberate process of forgetting information losing it, restoring it out of context and in misleading

forms, or generating such a condition of diffuse, inaccurate
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confusion, as occurs every day in the average human brain. We
are already so outclassed as to live in constant embarrassment.
I have been inpiiiiing, as they say one bit of hard data after

another into my brain all my life, some of it thruputting and
outputting from the other eai, blit a giek deal held and stored
somewhere, or so I am assured, but I possesS nO reliable device,

anywhere in my circuitry, for retrieving it When needed. If
wish for the simplest of things, sernecine's nairie for example, I
cannot send in a straightforward demand with any sure hope of
getting back the right name. I am often required to think about
something else, something quite unrelated, and Wait, hanging
around in the mind's lobby, and then, if it is a lucky day, out pops
the name. No COMO liter could be designed by any engineer to
function, or malfUnction, in this way
I have learned, one time or an6ther, ail sorts of things that I
remember learning, but now they are lOSt tO me. I cannot place

the Thirty Years War or the Hundred Years War in the right
centuries, nor have I at hand _the barest fads abOlit the iSsues
involved. I once knew Keats. Lots of Keats by heart; he is still
there, I suppose, probably scattered acroSs the lobes of iny left
hemisphere, or maybe translated into the wordless language of
my right hemisphere and preserved there forever aS a set of
hunches, but irretrievable as language. I have lost most of the
philosophers I tiid1ëd and liked long ago; the only sure mem:
ory I retain of Heidegger, even when I reread him today, is
beWilderment. I have forgotten hOW to do cube roots, and will
never learn again. Slide rules. Solid geOMetry Thomas Hardy
Chinese etymology, which I tried to learn in great volumesjust a
few years ago. Where the numbers and letters are lOCated On a
dial telephone.
It occurs to me that the computer-brain analogy needs to
take account of what must otherwise seem an unnatural degree
108
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of fallibility on the part of the brain. Maybe what we do, by
compulsion, in order to make sure that our minds are always
reasonably well prepared to get us through any new day is
something like what happens to a computer when you walk past
it carrying a powerful rnagnet: Perhaps we are in possession of
maybe chemical messengers of some sort
sirnilar devices
that periodically sweep the mind clear of surplus information,
leaving the chips and circuits open to the new needs of the_day. I
cannot remember Keats because he was erased one day, ; if I want
him back, which I don't very badly, I am obliged to learn him all
over again ; he is gone out of the lobes where I had him once
lodged .

reassuring notion; especially for
In a way, this could b
anyone getting on in years: It would be nice to know that I have
a mechanisrn; even it it is beyond my control; for editing away
the accumulations of old and no longer, usable information:
Indeed, if there were not such a mechanism, the brain would

sooner or later be stuffed, swollen, bulging with facts and

unable to take in anything new Signs would have to be
displayed in all the lobes, reading Occupied. Or NO Entry. Or,
worst of all, signs repaiuted, changed to read Exit.
Come to think of it, you could not run a human brain in
any other way, and the clearing out of excess information rnust

be goiug on, automatically; all the time: Perhaps there are
certain pieces of thought that must be classed as nonbiodegradaT
ble; like addition and one's family'snames and how to read a taxi

meter, but a great deal of material is surely disposable. Com-

paters cannot do this sort of thing on their own. They can
perform feats of mathematics beyond my comprehension, construct animated graphs at the touch of a finger, write with ease
somethi;ig like second-rate poetry, and they can even generate
suiprise for the operator, but I doubt very muci that a cornThe Natural World
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puter, no matter hoW large and intricate, can itself make i oom
for being surprised, feel Siirprised. There is not enough room for
that n a computer the size of the galaxy.
Computers are good at seeing Pattern- s, better than we are.
They can connect up things that seein Unrelated to each other,
scanning the night sky or the stained blotches Of 50,000 proteins
on an electrophoretic gel or the numbers generated by all the
world's stock markets, and find relationships that inat'ter. We do
something like this with our brains but we do it differently; we
get things wrong. We use information not so much for its own

Sake as for leading tri thoughts that really are unrelated,
unconnected, and sorrietiMes therefore quite new If the human

brain had not possesed thiS special gift we would still be
sharpening bones, muttering tO 66i-selves, unable to make a
poem, or even whistle.
These two gifts, the ability to lose infOrMation unpredictably and to get relationships wrong, distinguish OUr brains from
any computer I can imagine ever being manufactured. Artificial
Intelligence is one thing, and I never spend a day Without
admiring it, but human intelligence is something else again.
This is not to say_that I do not respect my brain, or anyone
dse's brain. I do, and I count it an added mark of respect to
acknowledge that I do not Understand it. My ,)wn mind, fallible,

error-prone, forgetful, UnPrédkiable, and ungovernable, iS
away over my head.
The social scientists are up tO the hardest business of all,
trying to understand how humanitY workS. They are caught up
in debates all over town; everything they tOUCh turns out to be
one of society's nerve endings, eliciting Outrage and cries of
pain, and they are only at their beginning. Wait Until they begin
coming close to the bone, as they surely will someday, proVided
they can continue to attract enough bright people fascinated by
110
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humanity, unafraid of big numbers; and skeptical of questionnaires, and provided the government does not starve them out
of business as is now being tried in Washington. Politicians do
not like pain, not even wincing, and they have some fear of what

the social scientists may be thinking about thinking for the
future.
The social scientists are themselves too modest about the
history of their endeavor, tending to display only the matters
under scrutiny today in economics, sociology, and psychology;

for example; never boasting; as they might, about one of the
greatest of all scientific advances in our comprehension of
humanity, for which they could be claiming credit. I refer here,
of course, to the marvelous accomplishments of the nineteenth
century comparative linguists. When the scientific method is
working at its best, it succeeds in revealing the connection
between things in nature that seem at first totally unrelated to
each other. Long before the time when the biologists, led by
Darwin and Wallace, were constructing the tree of evolution
and the origin of species, the linguists were hard at work on the
evolution of language. Beginning with Sir William Jones in
1786 and_his inspired hunch that the remarkable similarities
between Sanskrit; Greek; and Latin meant, in I is words, that
these three languages must "have sprung from some common
source, which, perhaps, no longer exists," the new science of
comparative grammar took off in 1816 with Franx Bopp's classic

work entitled "On the conjugational system of the Sanskrit
language in comparison with that of the Greek, Latin, Persian,

and Germanic languages," a piece of work equivalent, in its
scope and in its power to explain, to the best of the nineteenth
century biology. The common Indoeuropean ancestry of English, Germanic, Slavic; Greek; Latin, Baltic,_ Indic,, Iranian,
Hittite; and Anatolian tongues, and the meticulous scholarship
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worked out in detail for Connecting these languages, was a toui
de force for research, scienCe at as best, and social science at that.
Modern linguistics has inoVed into new areas of inquiry as
specialized and inaccessible kir MOSt laymen (including me) as
particle physics ; I cannot guess at Where it will come out, but it
is surely aimed at scientific cbrriprehension and its problem,
human language, is as crucial for the species as any other field I
can think of, inCluding molecular genetics.
But tNere are some risks involved in trying to do science in
the humanities before its time, and useful lessons can be learned
from some of the not-SO-distant history bf medicine. A century
ago it WAS the common praCtice to deal with disease by analyzing

what then seemed to be the Underlying mechanism, and by
applying whatever treatment pOPPed into the doctor 's head.
Congestion of the body fluids and the backing up of blood ih
various organs, an imaginary concept dating back to Galen in

the first century, was still regarded aS the underlying process to
be corrected, and patients with tubercUlosis or typhoid fever

were bled within an inch of their lives, purged into shock,

sbinetimes poisoned by massive doses bf Mercury, bismuth, and
arSenic. Getting siCk Was a hazardous enterprise in those daYS,
The driVing force in MediCine was to do something, never thind
what. It occurs to me riOW; reading in incomprehension some Of
the current reductionist writings in literary criticism, especially
poetry criticism, that the he* sChOOlS are at risk under a similar

pressure. A poem is assuined to be a kind of illness, needing
treatment; bleed it white, purge it, blister it, draw out the
Meaning along with all the meanings, deconstruct. it, do some=
thing, never mind what. This could be a biological mistake. A
pciem is a healthy organism, really, in need of no help from
science, no treatment except fresh air and exercise: I thought t'd
just sneak that in.
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CHAPTER SIX

wo years or F.o ago, I was watching "Roots II"

with our younger son, who was then about twelve. In that
particular segment we saw a young, black noncommissioned
marine officer who had just come back from_ World War II. Fie
and his young wife and their baby were driving rlway from the

battleship on which he had served. They were on their way
home someWhere in the South, and ag everting fell, they
stopped at a Motel iö séék lodging for the night. There was a
big vacancy sign oUtSide the motel, but when the young
marine went in to get a roo,ri he Was told there wasn't any.
They stopped at another Motel, arid ariOther, and a fourth,
and a fifth. Each rime it was the same story Uhtil it became
finally clear that this young man, still in his uniform, and his
wife and the baby would have to sleep in the car along the
rOad.

At that point, John, our son, turned to me and said,
"Daddy, that Couldn't really have happened, could it?" Suddenly it dawned o riie that what was absolutely part of my
history, of knowing -; hat had been happening in the country
in my experience, was not Pirt Of hiSt_And when the ycung
men and Women in our schools arid colleges talk about World
The HiOt Sehiol-Collese Connection
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War II, they are most likely to conjure up very little else but
the one thing that the revisionist historians have told them
over and over again
the crime of bombing Dresden arid
Hiroshima. This is the big story in the experience or nonexperience of many of these young people who obviously have
no connection with World War II, and who therefore judge
everything they heal about that war only in the terms of Hai
Phong. Vietnam, af ter all, is the only war they know and the
new high school and college generation does not even remember Vietnam or the civil rights marches, let alone Pearl
Harbor.
The point is that when we talk about general education
we cannot assume that the young will automatically make the
connection with events and ideas that were pa-t of our own
lives but not theirs: Yet; there is an urgent need to help them
make that connection. We need to connect with what came
before us and is not part of our experience, and to make a
connection, not only with the past but; we hope, with the
future too.
American education has become a collection of disjointed
parts that fail to connect. It is in many ways like a play with a
succession of scenes and acts, each written by a different
playwright and staged by a different director. Good things
happen in some segments, hut they do not add up to a satisfying whole; The central character, the student, ends up without any sense of unity. In the mid-sixties, for example, we
created Project Headstart to help underprivileged children
escape from their mind-eroding environment In the years
that followed, the greatest threat to that very successful new

program turned out to be the inability of the elementary
school, and subsequently the secondary school, to build On
what already had been accomplished.
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That example was symptomatic of a succession of verti-

cal divisions in our educational enterprise. There is little
continuity of plan or purpose between elementary and junior
high schools and between high schools and colleges. In the
1960s, critics of the American schools' view of the world said
that what was wrong with how history was taught was that it

assumed that the world began in Athens and ended in
California. Those who objected to a study of _civilization based
on the ideas of Western superiority, the civilization closest to

us; had; of course; a point: But a much more fundamental
flaw than mere parochialism was overlooked in this criticism.
That flaw was the defective study of even that limited slice of
the Euro-American Western heritage.
That deficiency has not been corrected by the subsequent

addition of the study of some non-Western cultures. It has
merely crowded a few new dishes into an unsatisfactory
smorgasbord. Not long ago, when Stanford University was
debating the reintroduction of a general education requirement of Western civilization; I talked to some of the students.
One student leader; otherwise a very bright young man, said

he objected to Western civilization because it was racist. I
asked him to look at some other civilizations and tell me how
racist or nonracist they were, and whether that really made
any difference to the requirement to study them.

fundamental questions need to be asked in
any attempt to make connections, and they are questions our
Two
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sehoOlS and colleges really are not asking theMSelves in spite
Of the fact that they are talking about the broad issues. Those

questions are:_ Who is- responSible for teaching __the basic
skills? WhO takes care of general education? HoWclO the itvo
connect? The firSt iS preparation and the second is the central
core of the Whole Process of education. Both are, as we know,

in disarray. They stiffer from the lack of continuity that
plagues American education in general.
Instead of cOnneeting the separate levels, critics corn=
pound the spirit of separation by encouraging the typical
reaction of the American Society to existing deficiencies: to
seek SeaPegoats, instead of rethedies, for what has gone
wrong: PrOfeSsionals at each level point accusing fingers at
the level belOW-r. And, in the case of tho grade schools, where
there is no prOfeSSiOnal level below, they point the finger at
the parents. It is always somebcdy else's fault tha, the requirements have not been fulfilled. In one of the oldest games
of American pedagogy, university academicians rail against
the weaknesses of teacher-training inStitutions and of high
Sehool teachers, without taking an active hand in helping to
cOrreet what are, in fact, serious deficiencies,.
GOOd elementary school teachers could dO a great deal to
teach high Sehaol teachers and even college teachers hOW tO
deal with peOPle. I had a teacher in third grade who encaiiiaged me to Write Poems, and then he surprised me on iny
birthday: he had set one of my poems to music, and not only
that, he presented if to me in a beautiful folder, which he had
illustrated with loVely pen sketches. He had done more for the
Cause of general education, the respect for words, the intro=
diietion of music, the embellishment of art, than any lecture
could have done, and i must say that, since the," 2w of my
teachers have lived up to that example. That is prt.ciselY What
118
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I mean when I say that many elementary school teachérS
could help uS 6-7en with the effort to turn graduate teaching
aSsistants into real teachers.
Recently, a riatiOrial survey indicated a decline in high
school students' matheMailiCal performance. I wanted to write
a story about it, and Went dOWri a list of noted university
mathematicians, calling theiri up fo ask what they tho,,ght
might be wrong in the teaching Of high School mathematics.
With one exception, they Were puiiled by my queStiOrir and
they replied iby asking: "How would We know? We don't
know what's happening in high schools." They did know that
something was Wrong in the high szhools, but they could not
define it; they did nOt_know what was happening and why;
And they were not helPing the teachers.
Excessive stress On reMediation compounds the lack of
continuity When remediatiori eXPerts are expected by the
education establishment to pick up the pieces years later, as in
remedial reading instruction in high school or college, the
process of orderly progression turns into disarray. There is
not sufficient expectation that the remedial job will be accoriiplished at the proper level.
ThuS I arri nOt as sanguine as gam about the future of
general education. I join Ernie Boyer in finding the neglect of
general education very diSCOriCerting. While we have no real
definition of it, we all agree that it iS Part of the basic baggage
educated men and women _shOiild be expected to carry when
they leave school. It is the foithdation of knowledge and
understanding on which people should be able to build for the
rest of their lives. It underlies their comprehension of politiCs
and economics ; their capacity to stretch their minds through
books, as conSUrners of the arts, a independent thinkers, as
guides for their children.
The High School-College Connecoon
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Tday's concern with continuing education and
lifelong learning loses much of its meaning and promise if
adult learners come to it without that foundation of general
education on which to build. I do not share the view of those
who think the modern world is too complex to be dealt with in
an approach to general education. If college faculties tell me,

as they've told some of you, that it can't be done; then I
consider them deficient teachers.
I am reminded of an experiment in general education at
Amherst College in the late forties: It was significant because

Amherst was not a very progressive institution and yet it
managed to launch a college-wide experiment that survived a
number of years and inspired other colleges. The capstone,

the centerpiece, of this program was a course taken by all
students in the sophomore year called "Problems in American
Dernocracy." The twelve or thirteen problems discussed each
year were picked by the faculty, who also wrote the textbooks
containing the original papers and source materials. The resulting series of paperbacks; incidentally; were subsequently
published _commercially and widely used; But the important
aspect of the course was not any particular problems, but the
fact that the effort, involved the entire student body and the

entire faculty, without question of discipline or rank. The
arts, the humanities, the sdences, all partidpated, along with
outside consultants, speakers, and lecturers, ranging from
the Secretary of State to visiting academicians, and even an
occasional newspaperman. All of them worked together in
testifying that the world-was not too complex to be looked at;
discussed rationally and studied sensibly by the enfire academic community I suspect that while this program did not
solve the problem of teaching students final answers, it accomplished what was described at the Colloquium on CornCommon Learning
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inOn Learning as giving studentS at least an informed beWil-

dernient, and that's a great deal to accomplish.
At the
I_asked one of the founders of this particular
program to desCribe its goals. He sad, "All we expect is to
teach the students to conSider the consequences of their actions." I think that is a definitiOn of goals that could go a long
way toward building smile sound general education pro=
grains.

The question, then, is: Who takes care of tho Vital
building blOCkS in this enterprise?
In the European inOdel, from which Altai-can education
borrowed so heavily, general ediication is largely the concern

of the secondary sehekil, the lycee; the gymnasium, the
grammar school. It iS there that a carefully mapped-out curriculum teaches history, geOgraphy, literature, matheMatics,
science, as well as foreign languageS. (Incidentally, at a reCent
international meeting, European repreSentatives were abs-67
lutely stunned to learn that it is poible tO graduate from an
American college or university without ever having studied a
foreign language,) In the European model, all Of these elements of general edikatien are Studied in natural progression
by all students. A BritiSh gradUate of a secondary school who
enters the university is eXpeeted to be liberally educated and a
candidate for speciaked higher edUeatiom The American
experience has been quite different, and the difference represents a substantial advance toward a more open and egalitarian ischool system and, with it, society Instead of presorting
children early, Usually at age ten or eleven, the American
The /4;0 Sehool-Collese Conriectioa
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school made a firm commitment to educate all children
through the high school. This is a tall order because it requires
incomparably broader skills to teach so wide a range of capacities. Under ideal circumstances, in exceptional schools,

the American approach has outdistanced anything that has
ever been tried anywhere.
More often; American schools have surrendered to the
much easier way lowering their sights to the comfortable
common_ denominator. In most schools, the prescribed curriculum has long since given way to a cafeteria-style education rnenu, with general education requirements reduced to
the bare minimum. Periodically, efforts were made to reverse
this trend. In 1959, for instance, James Conant responded to
the erosion by creating, for a brief period, a high school
curriculum that aimed at a revival of general education.
But whatever momentary progress was made at that
time was erased by the revolt against all requirements in the
sixties; Many school administrators caved in as the political
and pedagogical camp followers of the great youth movement

extolled the virtues of an education freed of all traditional
constraints. Instant relevancy took precedence over any systematic study of the past. Revisionist historians and educators
scoffed at courses rooted in Western civilization as sterile, if
not counterrevolutionary.
Under such conditions, confinuity in American education, which had never been strongly estabhshed in the first
place; suffered a severe setback. Students entered college with
only the most sketchy general knowledge, and; compounding
the damage; general education in the colleges also was seriously weakened in the same period. General education re:
quirements gave way to an open-ended system of "anything
goes."
Common Learning
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In the absence of any effective Contact between sch-OOl
and college faCiilties, no delibetate effort was made to fill the
void, perhaps beCaUSe nobody cared to determine the extent
of that void. And; Sinee the students themselves had become
preoccupied with preprOfeSSiOnai or precareer concerns, they
charmed the general edii-catiOn COUiSes in college just as they
had done in high school. Ai the C011egLite level, I should add,
remedial instruction in the basic skill-s -of reading, writing,
and mathematics, which the disjointed System had failed to
teach earliet, took away even mote 6f the nine that might
have been given to general edOtatiOn.
Perhaps the ultimate proof of this flawed nature of a
system of discantinnity is the growing denial-id for an infuT
Sibn of hilrnanities COUrSes in graduate and professional
schools to fill the void left at the lower levels. As you know,
this is a strong movement af Present in law schools and,
particularly, in medical schOols. (Anyone who has recently

spent time in a hospital knOws that ihiS infusion of the
humanities does not come any tot, Sociii.) In theory. there is
nothing inherently wrong with the additiOn Of a new dimension to education at that high level; but in practice; it iis
probably too nitieh tei expect the average student facing the
intense pressures Of gi.adUate and professiunal studies to be
very receptive to these effOitS to_ catch up with what should
have been taught in school and thllege. Such a remedial
approach is, at the very I-east; inefficient, whether it deals

with basic writing or a fundamental knowledge of the
humanities and the sciences.
We hear much today about the need foi qtiality controls;
and this bringS to _mind a recent report by a Correspondent
who had returned fthin Japan where he interviewed the managing direct-or of an electronics manufacturing company. He
The High Scitral-College Corinerticin
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had asked the Jap mese manager to define the difference be
tween quality control inAmerican and Japanese industry; and
the Japanese; trying to be as polite as he could; said YOu; iri
the United States; try to control quality by detection; and we
try to control it by prevention." Less politely put; this means
"we try to make it work the first rime," and, you might add,
teaching children to read in :irst and second grade. Lack of
continuity mea,-,s postponem -!nt, leaving to tomorrow what
should have been tackled yestery. In education, tomorrow
too regularly never comes:
This puts education out of synchronization -rith human
dcvelopments. To use thz most drastic example, missing the
opportunity of teaching a foreign language to children at age
seven or eight or even younger; places an unnecessary and

unproductive mental burden on the teenagers or undergraduates or graduate students who, for the first time, try to
cope with what would have been hardly any effort at all if it
had been begun at the proper level ,7f education. Equally
wasteful is the teaching of foreign languages in _elementary
school; di opping it from the curriculum in junior high or high
scnool; and then; five or six years later. at the time of the
graduate dissertation; suddenly requiring and expecting that
a student pick up the language that he or she dropped so long
Ago.

he fact that the discontinuity may not always
be so obvious in other subjects_ makes it no less subversive of
sound education. The demand for ethics courses in law school

merely underscores the lack of coordination between law
124
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school deans, school superintendents, and college departmental chairmen. Following the recent introduction of a new and
more mature college textbook in American history, it was
reported that one teacher received this complaint from his
students: "It's nice to read about the rise of Jacksonian democracy, but just who the hell is Andrew Jackson ?"
The need is to establish a continuity in education that
involves scholars and teachers at all levels in planning the
entire enterprise. The goal is not to eliminate repetition of
what is being taught in grade school, junior high school, high
school, college, and thereafter It is rather to differentiate; to
cite an example, between the depth and sophistication that
may be appropriate, say, to a ten-year-old who is introduced
to the question of ethical behavior and what may be appropriate for a college freshman dealing with the same issues. In

history the same period may be studied in high school,
concentrating on facts and events or on cause and effect, and
in college, with emphasis on concepts and ideas. Students so
prepared_ would not be tempted to ask that question about
Andrew Jackson.
School-college curriculum planners should ensure that
no gaping holes are left in the students progress toward some
educational and human maturity Perhaps the foundation for
any real continuity ought to begin with an understanding that
there cannot be any educational or human enterprise without
respect for language.
I was horrified not long ago, in a report on an international conference on hunger in the world, to see the starving

countrie:, identified over and over again as "nutritionally
unstable." It is of a piece with a government directive that was
sent out a few years ago telling federal agencies not to use the

term poverty in their papers, and to replace it with lowThe Hi,01 School-College Connection
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income. It was a great accomplishment: overnight we had
wiped out poverty. Unfortunately, the poor know the difference between low-income and poverty. I cite this only as
example of the importance of language; respect for language,
and proper use of language as the foundation for any effort to
give young people that shared baggage of general education.
Fortunately, efforts to cope with the problem of discon-

tinuity need not begin from scratch. The introduction of
advanced placement courses many years ago was aimed at
precisely that kind of problem. But it was a selective, and not a
total approach. It had some of the makings of a customs union

between school and college, and that was good. But a more
deliberate strategy is needed, reaching out to affect the education of all students, not just the relatively few outstanding
college-preparatory high school students:
Science occasionally has provided us with useful models,
perhaps because scientists today tend to take a broader view of
the world and of education than many of their colleagues in
the humanities and social sciences. Seeing the effect of what is
taught to children in elementary school on their future devel-

opment as scientifically illiterate adolescents and adults
alarms scientists. Scientists are also more prone to view their
students as junior partners. Led by scientists, a hardy band of
university professors in the 1950s made a stab at continuity.
Jerrold Zacharias, Bentley Glass, and a number of others
worked with high school teachers to improve the teaching of
science and, at the same time, to improve the state of general
education. Much of the progress of those days has since been
dissipated. School and college educators have again gone their
separate ways, though there are signs of some new interest in
getting together. Educational technology, which promises to
make an unprecedented impact on schools is a natural catalyst
126
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for school/university co6peration. Such pioneers as Seymour
Papert at MIT, with his torribination of technological-mathematiCal training and his practiCal experience in child development through years of partner-ship_ with Piagei Could be
enlisted in the, search for continuing learning of thiS kind.
Harvard's Graduate School of Education has recently turned
its attcnon to the siiidy and support 6f elementary and high
school principalS in _their day-to-day work w:th children. Iri
Chicago, Benjarriin BlOom, the child psychologist, is providing models for a new strategy of mass relearning in the early
grades as a means Of putting an end to the postponement of
the -children's acquisition of the thols for study At the Univer=
sity Of California, Los Angeles, John Goodlad is carrying out
similar experiments.

If a beginning has been made in the essential task

of creating a new cOntinuity in American education, the
nationwide search for Some effective central or core curriailum in the undergraduate years is a welcoMe Change. But
to be fUlly effective, these currictilar changes ought to be
worked out jointly by school and college faculties and adMinistratorsnOt to divide the field, but to join the two cultureS
at all levels of teaChing and learning. It may not be a politically easy move tO Make, but a determined policy of creating
continuity calls for plans to Phase out much of the remedial
work now being carried 6n in high school and college. Al=
ready too many of the special faculty departments engaged in
such catch-up teaching conotirute a vested interest group that
is hard to reduce in numberS and funding. But their very
The High SChool-College Connection
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presence eases the pressure on the elementary and junior
hi=
schools to do the job of teaching the basic skills. An
1v retreat from such responsibility by the colleges,
wiu Lout inhumane shortchanging of those underprepared
students already in the pipeline, is essential to the establish-

ment of an effective progression from elementary school
through high school through college.
American education rightly takes pride in the fact that it
has been open-ended and flexible. One way of beginning the
search for ways leading to effective general education might
be to include in the study of American history at all levels the
importance of education to American society This is one of
the largely ignored chapters in most American historians'
accounts of the 200 years of the American story.
American education is more than the school. It is the
foundation of our society. If we want to learn more about the
general sharing of knowledge and the responsibility of school
and college, students must learn about the unique responsibility education has taken on and must continue to assume, for
the perpetuation of an open society. We have only begun the
essential task of connecting the links of a chain that is now
badly damaged and torn to create a common learning in which
all who teach will share the responsibility and, ultimately, the
joy.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

our years ago, the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement in Teaching described general education as a "dis-

aster area: What can be said about its health laday? What can
we expect for tomorrow?
There is goad news and there is bad news. The bad news is
that I have been looldng at general education programs around
the cburitry, and, by and large, they are not working:
Many are lacking in coherence and purpose.
There is a tendency for programs to be more specialized than general.
Too often, they are geared to the needs departments instead of -the
needs of common learning.

Requirements at many institutions are satisfied by instruCticin that
,.?erns to be randomly chosen from a grab bag of unrelated courses.
.;tudents tend to rate the quality of current general educatron classes
below average.
Rrwards arid incentives for faculty participation in general education
are meager and, in a number of cases, negative.
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This is pretty sobering stuff!
But it brings us to the good newS, Which is simply this
the prOspects for in roving general education are better today
than they have been in years.
One need not be a Pollyanna to see this. Anyone who has
attended a universitY knOws that the barriers to general educa:tibri are great. Curriculum reform IS never easy Few faculty are
Willing to devote themselves to general edueafiOr,- , and student
enrollment in general education classes has deelined in recent
years.
Yet, without being unduly optimistie, it is irriportant to
reahze that the mood of America's colleges and universities is
changing. There is a very real desire to reform general education
today.
In 1978; an ad was placed in the Chronicle of Higher Education a4cing
for Volunteer institutions to work or, project aimed at changing their
general education programs. There Were more than 309 expressions of
interest That represents one out of every ten colleges in the country

This interest has been matched by action. In compariSOn With five
years ago, general iedtiCafiOn requirements for the baccalaureate have
increased substantially. Despite declines in inaiheMatieS and foreign

languages, nearly one third more colleges and universities have
ence requirements: A quarter rnore require social sdence. A fifth
more require English composition. UO, too, are hurnanifies, fine arts,
and religion.
It seems like every school Ernest Boyei and I visit lately is rethinking
or revising its general education program. Last year alone, the Foun=
dation WaS in contact with more than 200 schools, and that is a
conservative estimate.

The prospects for improving general educatiOn today are
excellent for three reasons.
132
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First; the timing is, right. General education is consistent

With the current mood of the 6rriPiis arid the nariOn. It is
perceived to be a remedy for the crises that dirrently confront
uS. IA fact, it is touted as the answer to aliriost every educational
ahd social problem we face.

It iS being called upon to respond to the trauma of Watergate by
providing moral training to young people and resetting the ethical
compass of the nation.
It is being asked to combat the isolationism that swept the country in
the aftermath of theYietnam war and to provide a global pervective at

a time when it is painfully obvious that the fate of this nation is
determined by events beyond its bOrder.

It is seen as an antidote to "the newznarcissism, a way to jolt the "me
generation" from its myopic self-obsession:
It iS:rieWed as a means of introducing a fragmented and divided nation
with declining interest in civic responsibility and increasing pessimism

abOiii the future to a common heritage and tO problems we all face
together.
IS eMbraced as the answer to declining student academic performance as a Way of combatting the curricular moVement from the 3 Rs

(reading, writing, and arithmetic) to the 6 Rs (remedial reading,
remedial writing, and remedial arithmetic).
It iS alSo thought of as a palliative for the "NeW Vocationalism;" the
increasing career orientation and declining interest of today's undergraduates in the liberal arts:
It IS -citight as a remedy for academic overspecialization, the rising
concentration in major studies that resulted from the elimination of
general requirements in the 1960s:

Prospects for Ihe Future
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Second; there is evidence that students are much more perceptive to general education than is generally supposed.
A study by the Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education revealed that 97 percent of a representative sample of college
students considered general education an "essential" or "fairly important" part of their college education:
This year 's college freshmen ranked general education as one of the
top three reasons for seeking higher education at all.

Here's the catch. Undergraduates also report thai they are
enormously dissatisfied with the general education programs
their colleges offer In a recent study of ten institutions representative of the diversity of higher education (four liberal arts
colleges, four ziniversities, a community college, and one tech,
nical institution) Jerry Gaff found that although 94 percent of
the students wanted general education, only 20 percent were

very satisfied with the courses they had taken. By way of
comparison, at least twice as many students reported satisfaction with their academic majors and electives.
The nation's colleges and universities have misinterpreted
student dissatisfaction with their general education courses as a
distaste for general education. In the hope of mitigating the
problem, colleges have watered dawn the content of their classes
and sugar-coated their courses. In so doing, they have only
eAacerbated the problem.
There is every reason to believe that today's students will
support general education if a well-shaped program is constructed. This is true not only because students express interest
in_ general education, but also because they express interest in
jobs. This generation is more concerned about careers, money,
and material goods than their predecessors of a decade ago were,
134
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and this, ironically, will make general education more appealing

to them.
Strict vocational training is excellent for preparing stu-

dents for a first job. It is far better at this than_ is general
education alone. But vocational training by itself often fails to

provide students with the skills to leave that first job: At
building the succession of jobs we call a career; it does poorly
A combination of vocational and general education is needed
to make the difference between a job and a career.

Study after study of alumni, professionals, and executives has consistently produced the same findings. Individuals
out of college up to three years describe their undergraduate
education as deficient in providing instruction. Seven years
following school and thereafter; however; they indicate that
their careers would have been significantly enhanced if they
had had more general education;
From this perspective; general education not only makes
educational sense, it makesi dollars and cents. And this is a
perspective that will be particularly attractive to current college students.
Third, faculty rienibers are more supportive of general education now than in the recent past. A plurality, some 47 percent,

favor a common core of studies for all of the students at their
institution: In contrast; only 6 percent believe a free-elective
curriculum would be preferable.
Faculty participation in general education is on the rise at
many institutions. Declining enrollments and financiai need
are making it more attractive. A good example i$ a wellknown eastern research university In the 1960s, virtually no
senior faculty member chose to participate in general education ; junior staffers and the least able graduate students were
Prospects for the Future
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Unwillingly assigned to teach the courses iri the program.
Staff iiiiriOVer was about 50 percent each year; i.riOrale was
low; and the ClUality of the general education course Was
continually pobi-. Students rated the courses far below the
university average. At one point the history departMent
even withdrecv siTport from ihe program and refuSed to
supply it with faculty.
This has changed. Faculty in hberal arts departments at
thiS University now face declining enrolltherits. Even the best
graduate Students can riot get financial help. SO Underenrolled
depai-iMentS, undersubscribed faculty, and tinderfirianced
graduate stiidents are begging to teach Western Civilization.
In fact, the chairman of the history department, which has
lost enrollment in recent years, is now director of the program.
To be sure, this is only one institution. But this same
shift in prioriti-o iS occurring at_ Other schools too.
In the current eta of ietrenchmerit, Wheri Several institu=
nons are cutting back a proliferating number Of departmental
courses arid replacing them with a smaller number Cif higher
enrollment general education classes, common learning is
gaining a Certain Positive appeal. More adversity Made the
difference. Ft* one thing, faculty members grow tired of
teaching the same courses year after year. Also, in a leaner
curriculum, general education is one place where creatiVe
planning can still take place. As one Professor put it, general
education is the only home for experinrieritation remaining on
caniPus. It is riot unusual today for faculty members to
actually Choose teaching in general education for its excitement and stiMulation.
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eneral education reform has a great deal going
for :t today timing, student interest, and enhanced facUlty
support.
All olthis is neces;:ary, but I do not mean to imply that it
is sufficient. Determined colleges and universities will have to
do more if improvement is to or.cur. At a minimum, they will
have to:
Make their commitment to general education explicit

Realbcate resources to support general education
Provide rewards and incentives to faculty and departments that participate in general education

Remove the traditional stigma from general education instruction by
encouraging the best faculty members
senior as well as junior
people to teach in genera! education
Provide_opportunities for faculty and staff to improve both their skills
and their understanding of general education

Grant released time for faculty tc develop new general education
courses

Evaluate general education courses early and often in nonthreatening
ways.

Nonetheless, I remain quite optimistic about the prospects for

general education. Sociologists tell us that change is most
likely to occur under five conditions:
1. When the environment is in crisis F or example, when
colleges have found their enrollments declining, the rate of
change has accelerated. This occ,Arred in the 1840s and 1850s,
when colleges fell into public disfavor; during the major wars
Prospects for the Future
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of this century, when the students were drafted; and during
the current era of demographic shifts.
2. When change is consistent with self-interest--That is; if
people are worried about their jobs and the possible Closure 6f

their colleges, as is the case today at many institutions,
change is more likely to occur. It was precisely under these
circumstances that a struggling liberal arts college named St.
John's adopted a Great Books program in 1937.
3. When there is a power imbalance in the enviroivirmt
This is the situation with the panoply of changes that a-c arred
during the 1960s in the wake of student unrest
4. Whet' there is structural change in the environmentFor
example, it was the building of a new dormitory that encouraged Bowdoin College to rethink its undergraduate program
and to create a senior center and a senior year general education program:
5. When change is consistent with the zeitgeist or spirit of
the times.

Three of these conditions support general education reform today:
There is a sense of crisis in our country and on our campuses, and
general education is perceived to be a remedy for many of the problems
for the Watergate mentality global isolationism, the hew
narcissism; declining student ability at basic skills, over vocationalism, and the rest.
General education is consisz-ent with self-interest: It is a way to reduce
the costs of instruction for financially troubled colleges. It is a means

of providing students to needy departments, faculty, and graduate
students.
Finally, gencTal education reform is consistent with the _spirit of the
times. There i a general education revival going on in this country.
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Historically, each of the five conditions bv itself has been
sufficient for curriculum change. The simultaneous existence

of three of them is extraordinary, and makes the present a
uniquely propitious time for strengthening general education. Quite frankly, I do not know that we will ever have a
better opportunity.
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and general fieici theory, 40; justification for study of, 11
Meiklejohn; Alexander, 4
Mind. See Brain
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0 III 01 0 U Learnt

Naturaliworkl See Science
Nonverbal communication, 12
Notes (Madisc,n); 43
Numbers; usage skills, 11

St_ John's College-,138
_education

Science: contemporary disputes in,
101-06; continuity between high

Order, and science 95-96
Organizations.
tions
Paine, Tom, 44
Papert, Seyrnour, 127
Polanyi; Michael, 45
Political skills; See Citizenship
Popper, Karl R:; 48
Potts; David B.; 71, 72
Premedical science, 97-99
Reogan; Ronald; 29-30
Reed College; 4
Remedial education, 119, 123-24

school. and college curricula,
12-6-.1i; and desirei for :order;
95-96; human mind and computers compared;106-10; justification for study of; 14-15; mis-

takes_ in teaching of; 96-99;
rhetoric and; 44-48; and understanding of humanity,- 11012;
value of ambiguity in, 99-101
Scientific Amencnn, 47_

Shared values: general education
and:, 39-40; justification for
study of-, 716-17; rhetoric and;
48-49; value indoctrination cur.

Rhetoric: as art of inquiry, 34-37;

and citizenship, 42-44 ;: and
cross-cultural _understanding;
48-49; as foundation for general
education; 23-27-, 4042; 53-54;

and history currkolurn, 71;
levels of; analysis; 27-34; and
science; 44-48; and search for
truth, 49-53
Rhetoric,(Anstotle), 31, 54
Roosevelt , :Franklin D., 68
Rosovsky, Henry 71
RusSeli, Bertrand, 17

.

Schoo[curriculum: See General

_

ricula; 70-71

Sloan; Douglas, 72
Snow, C. P, 14
Snyder, Ned, 23

Social conditions; and change;
137:38; and education reform,
4-7, 133; 138-39
Social science; 110-12

In de x
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52

Specialization: and bureaucratic
rigidity, 85; institutional emphasis on, 75-77; as rejection of gen-

eral education, 6, 9-10; "whole
man" opposition to, 59-60
Stanfor University 117
Stone; Christopher; 86-87

Students: aversion to science,
97-99; support of general educa-

tion, 134-35; vocational interests, 9-10, 123

Surpnse: computer's inability to
experience, 110: and science, 95,
99-100
Teachers.

See

Thevision.
tion

Faculty
Mass communica-

Union College, 71
University of California, 127

University of Chicago, 4, 42
127

Values. See Shared values

Van Doren, Mark, 9, 20
Veblen, Thorsteiri; 85

Vocational interests, 9-10; 123;
134-35

Weber, Max, 84
Wesleyan University, 6
Wilson, Woodrow, 9
Work; study of; 13
Zacharias, Jerrold, 126

See

Thomas,_Lewis,_10, 46

Truth: general education and; 40;
search for; rhetoric and, 49-53
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